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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTORY 
1. 1. SUMMARY 
During the last twenty years many papers have been published, 
almost exclusively in the United States of America, on the two 
reaction theory of salient -pole synchronous machines. These 
papers have ranged widely over aspects of the original idea from 
simple fundamentals to the detailed consideration of machine 
performance and the application to design. 
Through the years papers have appeared giving basic contri- 
butions to the two- reaction concept, and many others have built 
elaborate amplifications with the intention of formalising methods 
of dealing with problems essentially very complex. As the litera- 
ture grew it became evident that the variety of methods of approach 
and of basic assumptions had led to some confusion, making compari- 
sons difficult and helping to obscure an already involved subject. 
An attempt is made in the present work to survey the available 
material, to unify and combine the results obtained and to present 
a digest of the two -reaction theory in a more consistent form. 
So far as is known, no attempt of this kind has hitherto been made, 
at any rate in Britain. It is therefore the purpose of 
present thesis to furnish a critical review of the subject at its 
present stage, when the basic principle is still recognisable and 
elaborations are not so great as to overweight its usefulness. 
1. 2. ORIGINS 
The two -reaction method of analysis was first suggested by 
Andre Blondel (12). Doherty and Nickle (14) extended the idea in 
1926, and as a consequence of the wider publicity, stimulated 
other elgineers to an exhaustive study of the theory. °leseman (22 
determined flux distribution coefficients used for the calculation 
of reactances graphically by flux plotting for_ a variety of shapes 
of poles, while Doherty and Nickle (12) derived reactance formulae 
analytically from permeance curves. For the determination of 
rotor -circuit reactances Linville (30) introdix ed the eouivalent 
circuit, which was developed into a complete form by Rankin (54). To enable the machine constants to be calculated from design data, 
accurate formulae for leakage, synchronous, transient, sub- transien' 
and negative- phase -sequence reactances and time -constants were 
derived in many papers by Alger, Kilgore, Linville and Rankin. 
Different test methods for the determination. of the machine 
constants were also suggested by various authors, including Wright, 
Tracy and Tice, and others. 
(12) For numbered reference, see Biliography. 
As to the characteristics and performance of motors and 
generators expressed in terms of machine constants, Doherty and 
Nickle (23, 28) derived detailed expressions for the treatment of 
single -phase and three -phase short circuits based on the "constant 
flux -linkage" theorem. PLUtman, Linville, and Liwschitz, derived 
formulae for starting performance. Transient torque -angle 
characteristics, short -circuit torque, and nearly all other mach- 
ine performances were studied and formulae derived by various 
writers. 
While most of the investigators studied the theory from a 
physical point of view, Park (27, 41) analysed it on a purely 
mathematical basis using Heaviside's Operational Calculus, and 
derived general formulae for nearly all the aspects of machine 
performance. Following this fundamental idea, the method was 
extended by other authors to the analysis of machines with more 
complicated armature circuits. 
The "Per-unit value" system was used by most authors, but 
various base rotor currents and therefore effective turn -ratios 
were severally employed. Rankin (52, 53) gave a clear comparative 
discussion of "bases" and derived conversion formulae by which any 
ampere- length quantity could be converted to a per -unit value for 
any base rotor current. 
Thus the two- reaction theory has developed from a primitive 
idea to a more or less complete, comprehensive and elaborate form. 
1. 3. SCHEME 
The original concept of Blondel and its simpler implications 
are outlined in Chapter II. The armature m.m.f., assumed to be 
sinu4soidally distributed, is considered as composed of direct - 
and cross -reaction components, each similarly sinusoidal. A 
discussion of the actual flux wave form, with its fundamental and 
harmonic content as derived graphically and analytically, follows 
in Chapter III. 
In Chapter IV are a detailed discussion of all the machine 
constants, and also Park's flux linkages formulae, which are the 
bases for analysis. Chapter V gives the per -unit systen, a dis- 
cussion of the different bases, and the preferred base employed in this thesis. In Chapter VI are the flux linkages and voltages 
equations of all the. armature and rotor circuits, wherefrom the operational impedances are derived and the equivalent circuits are formed. 
The calculation of coefficients is discussed in Chapter VII 
followed by their determination by test in Chapter VIII. 
Chapter IX gives an outline of the characteristics and performance 
of a machine expressed in terms of its measured or calculated 
constants. The remainder of the work is concerned with the applic- 
ation of the two- reaction theorem in design. 
1. 4. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
TNrhile a variety of assumptions is made in dealing with 
different aspects of the theory, some of the assumptions are common 
and basic, and apply to every aspect. They are:- 
A. There is no magnetic saturation, and hysteresis effects are 
absent. 
B. The magneto- motive force of the three -phase armature currents 
is, under normal working conditions, distributed as a sine 
wave along the airgap periphery, one complete sinusoid 
corresponding to the length of one double pole -pitch. 
Saturation is, of course, unavoidable in any practicable 
machine, and account is taken of it by empirical modifications. 
Any attempt to take account of m.m.f. harmonics is extremely burden 
some, and in any case unjustified. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE BASIC TWO- REACTION THEOREM 
2. 1. FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS 
Because of the pole -shape in salient -pole machines, the 
magnetic permeance presented to the armature- reaction m.m.f. is 
not constant along the gap periphery. It is greatest over the 
pole faces and a minimum in the direction of the inter -polar 
axis of the field system. Since the field structure is construc- 
tionally symmetrical about the polar and interpolar axes, it is 
possible and convenient to take the variation into account by 
first resolving the armature reaction m.m.f. into two components, 
one in the direction of each of these axes. 
Fig. 2.1 shows the armature- reaction m.m.f. wave form of a 
salient -pole machine, assuming that the total armature m.m.f. wave 
is sinusoidally distributed with amplitude A along the airgap. 
This wave, under steady condition, moves in synchronism with the 
field system and may be resolved into two sinusoidal waves in 
space- quadrature,each likewise moving in synchronism with the 
field. The two component waves are designated Ad and Aq. Ad is 
. the direct -axis m.m.f. component, with its crest on the same axis 
as the main poles, and with either an aiding or an opposing effect 
on the field's own m.m.f. Aq is the quadrature -axis m.m.f. 
component and has a "cross- magnetizing" effect on the field as it 
strengthens the exb ±ting field m.m.f. at one pole tip and weakens 
it at the other. 
Owing to the complicated ra nner in which the permeance to 
these armature reaction m.m.f's . ,, varies along the airgap, the 
flux -density space waves will be symmetrical but of complicated 
shape in an actual machine. Neglecting saturation, the space 
distribution of the flux density can be found by combining the 
m.m.f. waves with an appropriate distributed permeance wave, as 
suggested by Doherty and Nickle (14). 
The flux wave in each axis,Fig. 2.2, produced by the 
appropriate components of a sine -distributed m.m.f.; A, will then 
have a shape analysable into a fundamental and harmonics, all 
moving at synchronous speed. The fundamental flux wave in each 
axis will generate in the armature winding a fundamental -frequency 
induced e.m.f., while the space harmonics of flux will give rise tc harmonic e.m.f's. 
The fundamental e.m.f's., in the two axes do not bear the same proportion to each other as do Ad and Aq, the direct- and 
quadrature -axis m.m.f.,, components, because of the great difference in the effective permeances presented to them by the gap. 
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2. 2. VECTOR DIAGRAM 
If now the flux harmonics are neglected, the remaining 
mndamental fluxes may be represented by space vectors. Ad and 
Aq can also - and more legitimately - be represented by space 
vectors, while the fundamental voltages and currents can be 
represented by time vectors. In order to show the relations 
between the currents, m.m.f.s., fluxes and m stages the space and 
time vectors are combined in one diagram as shorn. in Fig. 2.3. 
This diagram is a combined space and time vector diagram of a 
salient -pole alternator with a lagging current, under steady- state- 
conditions. 
A is the armature reaction m.m.f. which is in phase with the 
armature current .c: : it is resolved into Ad and Aa in the 
direct and quadrature axes. Ad and Aq produce fundamental fluxes 
Le and iF in the direct and quadrature axes respectively : $.c 
and _flare not in the same proportion as Ad and Aq because of the 
diffe3ent permeance coefficientp in the two axes, and therefore 
the resultant flux At of id and .is. is not co- phasal with A. 
1. and the field flux If combine together to form the Eesultant 
flux I which produces the airgap voltage e lagging 90 on / . 
If there were no armature reaction, the field flux If alone would 
then produce the nominal open -circuit voltage en. Therefore e is 
equal to the vector sum of e and the reactive voltages e4.Q, and e 
produced by Id and respectively. z,¢,i, is the leakage reactance 
drop and is the resistance drop. The airgap e.m.f. e less 
the resistance drop P A; and leakage reactance drop Xt ,i,. gives the 
terminal voltage ex . 
it is to be noted that the pole axis, and not the terminal 
phase angle, determines the resolution of A into its direct- and 
quadrature -axis components Ad and Aq. 
2. 3. ARMATURE- REACTION REACTANCES 
Consider a non -salien, -pole machine. The flux physically 
existing is a result of the combination of field and armature m.m.f, 
but if saturation is neglected the effect is the same as the combine 
tion of the separate fluxes produced by the m.m.f's., acting 
separately, obtained by any desired subdivision of the total m.m.f. 
Again, the total e.m.f. can be considered as the summation of the 
e.m.f's.., generated by these separate fluxes. 
Because the flux component At due to armature m.m.f. is 
proportional to the current, the e.m.f. generated by it, eß ,is 
also proportional to the current, and might instead be expressed 
in magnitude as equal to the current multiplied by a reactance 
coefficient so that Qik = A,4, . 
For the salient -pole machine a similar convention may be 
adopted. Doherty and Nickle (14) accordingly resolve the armature 
-5- 
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FIG.2.3. Current, m.m.f, 
flux and voltage vectors 
in salient -pole generator. 
FAG. 2,4. Vector diagram with 
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FIG.2.5. 1llu Crating 
method of construction. 
current ti into two mutually perpendicular components 4 and 
in the direct and quadrature axes respectively. The m.m.f's., 
A, Ad and Aq are indeed proportional to the currents i, id and iq. 
With the component id there is then associated a direct -axis 
armature -reaction reactance Xuc, and to iq a quadrature -axis 
armature- reaction reactance X44, .mac is therefore the ratio 
of the fundamental reactive voltage .c;ac'Cad produced by the 
direct -axis component .cd of a fundamental current to that compon- 
ent of current. X4.1, is similarly defined as the ratio of the 
fundamental reactive voltage produced by the quadrature -axis 
component of a fundamental current to that component of current. 
Thus Xd ands will give rise to reactance voltage drops, 
j xc A:d and E 44. in leading quadrature with -mac and -4 
respectively. The armature reaction effects consequently become 
now represented by two armature- reaction -reactance voltage drops. 
As in a cylindrical rotor machine the annature-reaction 
reactance together with the armature leakage reactance sum to the 
synchronous reactance of the machine, so the synchronous reactance 
of a salient -pole machine has two values: the direct -axis s*n.chron 
ous reactance Xd and the quadrature -axis synchronous reactance X,.. 
If the armature leakage reactance Xt is taken to be same in 
both axes, then 
Xc = X1 t X<+.d 
X1 = aCl 4 X4.& 
If the saturation is neglected, Xat and Xj are constant. 
The vector diagram of a salient -pole alternator with lagging 
current is then as shown. in Fig. 2.4, drawn for the same operating 
conditions as Fig. 2.3. 
It will be seen that the air -gap e.m.f., the armature m.m.f's, 
and their component fluxes are omitted, and that a direct vector 
relation is obtained between the terminal voltage et, the 
nominal open- circuit e.m.f. , and the reactance voltages Xac.d 
and X.c, , based on the resolution of $ along and in quadrature 
with h pole axis. 
2. 4. GEOMETRY OF THE REACTANCE VECTOR DIAGRAM 
Let et = terminal voltage, 
.c; = load current, 
= terminal phase -angle, 
ra = armature resistance, 
r./X, synchronous reactances of the direct and 
quadrature axes; 
then the no -load e.m.f. e., and the power angle é can be found 
from the six above quantities. 
- 6 - 
2. 4. (1) ANALYI TI CALLY 
From Fig. 2.4 
eti = ex cosd + r,cc'z r+ xd 4:,01 
= excGitd +rQx:cwe.(4fâ) +xc ,as.(1fd') 
e t 4 ; r 7 d+r sin (IA ó = x G x cos CO d 
0, et SirJ á f ta, s:Ai o c.or or Gas cß s ti d 
cos coa ' X .. $'i, 9g Sin of (2. 2 ) 
Solving (2.2) -for taa é, 
a= X.c,4 (2.3) faN et f &A-cos-4 + x -zs:-1 96 
So Ç can be obtained from the known quantities. By sub- 
stituting the value of ó into (2.1), es, can also be obtained. 
2. 4. (2) GRAPHICALLY 
From Fig. 2.4 
eh = ez -f- r 4- j x ,cd x2 
ez ira fjx <-4 -f ) fj(X -Xg) c 
et # j" x.ir t j (Xd -Xs_ ) c 
Lef eti -- ez 4 "a 
7l,ei Ey -- Ey f/(Xd- . ) dC (2.4 -) 
By definition of C, it is in quadrature with ei . Hence 
j (X./ - 5),4i is cophasal with e,, 
From (2.4) , because ey is the vector sum of e., andf(xt- -d 
has the same directión as d' both these voltages, and the magnitu 
of e., is the scalar sum óf e,,, and (tat 
Thus to find Qa : first add the resistance drop ra, in 
appropriate phase to the terminal voltage e.z . Then consider the 
machine to have a reactance X. and add a réactance drop in leading quadrature with to locate the direction and the 
'/ A' 
ma nitude of the fictitious e.m.f. et( . Finally extend Qq to 
ell by the length (X- X)-c'. The angle included between Gti 
and ec îs ¿ . 
The graphical method of determining Qs, and á is shown in 
Fig. 2.5. 
C H -A P TER III 
FLUX DISTRIBUTION 
3. 1. FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS IN A SALI 'Th T -POLE MACHINE 
The distribution at the armature surface of the flux of a 
salient pole is á function of the pole- arc /pole -pitch ratio, the 
gap length and the pole -shoe profile. The method of developing 
the shape of the distribution makes it convenient to assume that 
the m.m.f. of the pole is a square wave centred on the pole -axis 
(i.e. the direct axis). 
As already ,discussed, the armature m.m.f. is assured to be 
sinusoidal, and to be resolved into sine components centred on the 
direct and quadrature axes. 
Fig. 3.1 shows the assumed m.m.f. square wave for an excited 
salient pole, together with a typical shape of the flux distribu- 
tion due toit at the armature gap -surface. The flux can be 
analysed into a space fundamental and harmonics. The fundamental 
flux wave is responsible for the fundamental no -load "excitation 
voltage ", while the harmonics produce harmonic voltages. The 
harmonic voltages are usually very small in comparison with the 
fundamental voltage and they are usually neglected. 
When a salient -pole machine.is excited only by a sine -wave 
armature reaction m.m.f. wave in the direct -axis, the flux wave 
is more pointed than that due to the field alone,- and is as roughly 
shavn in Fig. 3.2. 
This flux wave also consists of a fundamental and harmonics. 
The fundamental produces the direct -axis armature -reaction fundamen- 
tal reactive voltage, while the harmonics produce reactive harmonic 
voltages which are here neglected. 
When a salient -pole machine is excited only by a sine -wave 
armature reaction m.m.f. in the quadrature -axis, the flux wave is 
saddle- shaped, Fig. 3.3. 
Again, the flux wave may be resolved into a fundamental and 
harmonics. It is apparent from the figure that the fundamental 
flux is much smaller than that in the direct -axis for the same 
m.m.f., while there is a very prominent third harmonic due to the 
peculiar distribution of the permeance. 
3. 2. FLUX DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS 
See Fig. 3.4. Let 
F = field winding ampere -turns per pole for the airgap at 
no -load and rated voltage 
A4d l fdn 
- 9 - 
Q 
Flux 
r Fund! Fund Flux 
flux dístttíbuííons ín sa /íene -pole machine 
FIG.3.1. Excited by FIG.3.2. Excited b FIG.3.3. Excited by 
field winding only. sine armature rn.mÇ sine armature m,m.f. 
in D -axis. in Q -axis . 
M,M.F. 
't- F = 
N,fd 'Ain' 
Nid 
Flu x T 
9 .f 
,Direct axis: Cd, = alb 
C 
C = fig Quad, axis : Cep= C/b 
FIELD ARMATURE 
FIG,3.4. Flux- distribution coefficients. 
T 
where /\./fd= field turns per pole 
and _72w= field current at no -load and rated voltage 
A, = maximum fundamental armature ampere -turns i- nk,,kdv' 6 ==2.7``"4 Aft ice/ 
where Yl = armature turns per phase per pole 
4. pitch factor 
kl= breadth factor 
and .4= r.m.s. rated armature currea t. 
,4,f = demagnetizing ampere- turns. 
= field ampere -turns required to balance armature 
reaction (on the basis that the fundamental of the 
field flux wave balances the fundamental of the 
armature flux wave) at rated current and at zero 
power factor. 
C, = ratio of fundamental airgap flux by the field to the 
actual maximum value at the pole- centre. 
Cd,= ratio of fundamental airgap flux by a sine -wave 
armature m.m.f, in the d -axis to the maximum value. 
4= ratio of fundamental airgap flux by a sine -wave 
armature m.m.f. in the a -axis to the maximum value 
in the direct axis due to the same m.m.f. 
C,,,= the ratio of the fundamental airgap flux by a sine - 
wave armature m.m.f. in the`d -axis to that by the 
field of the same m.m.f. 
Then by definition, 
C'd, = C.« C, or C.., = 
Since the harmonic fluxes and voltages are neglected, the 
per unit direct -axis armature- reaction reactance Xad is given by 
fundamental reactive voltage produced by rated armature 
)(4.11= 
current in di rect axis 
rated voltage 
fundamental flux due to A, in direct axis 
fundamental flux due to.F in the field 
Cd, 4, Co, a, 4c 
F F F 
Similarly 
Ceti 4, Cy, Xq = C, Loe -.nu"( 
- 10 - 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
3. 3. GRAPHICAL DETERI NATION OF FLUX- DISTRIBUTION COEn'ICIEETS 
The flux -distribution coefficients can be obtained by 
Fourier's Harmonic Analysis of the flux wave, as determined by 
(a) test, (b) flux plotting, or (c) combining the m.m.f. wave with 
a permeance curve. Weiseman (22), on a basis of comprehensive 
flux- plotting, obtained curves for the determination of flux - 
distribution coefficients-for poles of a variety of shapes. 
Doherty and Fickle (14) derived methods for the determination of 
permeance curves, and expressed the reactances in terms of 
permeance -curve coefficients. 
The flux distribution depends on the shape of the pole. 
Four basic pole dimensions affect the flux distribution; viz., 
the pole pitch, the pole arc, the minimum gap and the maximum gap. 
See Fig. 3.5. 
The shape of the curve of the pole face also affects the 
flux distribution. But the effect is usually very small, and 
because the profile of a pole face of given pole arc fraction, 
minimum gap and maximum gap is defined within comparatively 
narrow limits, the effect can be neglected and the pole face curve 
rarely needs to be taken into consideration. 
Naturally, only the relative magnitudes of the four dimen- 
sions affect the flux distribution: flux waves the same 
relative magnitudes of these four dimensions will have the same 
shape, and will differ only in scale. Therefore to find the flux 
distribution of different pole shapes, it is only necessary to 




and minimum. gap minimum gap pole pitch 
Wiesmann (22) constructed flux plots for these ratios for 
the following conditions: 
(a) field excitation only; 
(b) direct -axis armature reaction only; 
(c) quadrature -axis armature reaction only. 
In (b) and (c) sine distribution.of the m.m.f. was assumed. 
From analysis of the flux waves resulting under these conditions 
for various appropriate values of the geometric ratios, Wiesemann 
obtained the magnitudes, not only of the fundamental, but also of 
the third harmonic, expressed as flux distribution coefficients 
CI , C3 ; Cd, , Cd3 ; Cq, , and Cq, . C, , Car and Cq, were defined above: C3, C0/3, and Cgs are defined as follows: - 
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C13= a ratio of third harmonic to fundamental of airgap flux by 
a sine -wave armature m.m.f. in the direct axis; 
4j= ratio of third harmonic to fundamental of airgap flux by 
a sine -wave armature m.m.f. in the quadrature -axis. 
For each of the six coefficients ?7iesemann plotted a family 
of curves fm which the value, of the coefficient can be found 
for values of the above -mentioned three geometric ratios within 
the range of ordinary design. The curves 2)r C, , Car, , Cq, , and 
Cqa are reproduced in the Figs. 3.6 -9. Since Cs and Carj are 
relatively very small, they usually can be neglected and the 
curves for them are not reproduced -e re. 
3. 4. DOI ERTY AND NICKLE' S ANALYSIS 
3. 4. (1) METHOD 
Doherty and Nidcle (14) derived accurate quantitative 
expressions for fundamental- frequency voltages produced not only 
by the space fundamental of armature m.m.f., but also by all its 
space harmonics. The ideal case with the assumption ofa.sinusoidal 
distribution of armature m.m.f. is then only a special case of the 
more general conditions ahalys.ed by them. 
In their the armature current ,t. is first split 
into direct -axis and Quadrature -axis components .to( and .c.q , 
which set up fundamental and harmonic sinusoidal space distribu- 
tions of m.m.f. which rotate at various T eeds with respect to the 
armature, and at still different speeds with respect to the poles. 
Any sinusoidal wave rotating with respect to the poles can be 
redolved into two components which are stationary relative to the 
poles, and are in space - and time -quadrature with each other. In 
this way all the different harmonic distriuti ons of m.m.f. due to 
the entire armature current can be resolved,with respect to the 
pole system, into a series of stationary but alternating m.m.f's. 
To each of them there will correq and some permeance distribution. P. 
The product of the magnitude of a stationary m.m.f. and the corres- 
ponding ordinates of its appropriate permeance curve will then give,; 
for every point in the gap, the radial field intensity there. 
The fluxes so developed will in turn generate in the armature 
winding voltages covering a considerable freauea cy range. As pointed out by Doherty and Nickle, the harmonic -frequency voltages are of relatively small magnitude compared with those of fundamen- tal frequency. Consequently the harmonics were considered as rD gligible, and attention was conf ne d to formulae for fundamental - frequency .voltages only. 
3. 4. (2) RESULTS 
It was found by Doherty and Nickle that the gap permeance curves are not the same for all harmonics of the m.m.f., wave, but 
- 12 - 
are approximately the same for the sine and cosine distributions 
(relative to the pole axis) of a given m.m.f. harmonic: i.e. 
P "= Pte" 
where Ps is the permeance to sine and. Pc the permeance to cosine 
m.m.f. distributions, and n denotes the order of the harmonic. 
Since the airgap is symmetrical about the direct- and 
quadrature -axes, so also are the permeance cures, which comprise 
a mean value and even harmonics only. The permeance distribution 
equations are of the form 
P "cost« + n "cos 4a f P"= 
where o( is the electrical space angle measured from the direct - 
axis (i.e., the pole centre) where the permeance is a maximum. 
It is notable that the _general equations derived by Doherty 
and Nickle indicate that the orders of the space b rmonics of 
permeance which produce fundamental voltages are only the zero and 
the second, so that only Ps" and renter into the equations of 
the fundamental voltages.. Therefore it is only necessary to 
analyze the permeance curve for the average and secohd harmonic in 
order to find the fundamental voltages. 
A 
Let 
= maximum fundamental armature amper -tuns 
= 2.7 el .c, kp kd 
Ad = 2.7h Ad. kd 
,qq = 2.7`1 k, kd ; 
eo = r.m.s. rated voltage; . 
ß, = flux density amplitude of the space fundamental of the flux 
wave of the field at rated voltage and no load; 
= permeance distribution where n 
harmonic and nt that of the 
denotes the order of m.m.f. 
permeance curve. 
Then the reactive fundamental voltage produced by direct -axis 
component of fundamental armature m.m.f., as derived by Doherty and 
t Nickle, is 
o.¢ ( Po, , ) (3.3) 
The reactive fundamental voltage produced, by quadrature -axis 
component of fundamental armature m..m.f. is 
eg = - °. ¢7r .4q e. /o' - -L P2' ) 
8, 
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(3.4) 
The reactive fundamental voltages produced by harmonics of 
armature m.m.f. in both axes are listed in Table 3.1, 
itibere k., is the combined pitch and breadth factor (= kpkd ) 
of the it thN harmonic. 
As in a three -phase machine there are no harmonic ra.m.f's.x of 
order 3n, no fundamental voltages can be produced b;r them. 
Now as the armature reaction reactance is defined as the 
ratio of the fundamental reactive voltage produced by a sine -wave 
m.m.f, to the armature- current responsible for the m.m.f.1 wave, 
the reactive voltages produced by the harmonics of the m.m.f.x 
wave are not included in the armature-reaction reactance drop, 
but are considered as a part of armature leakage reactanee drop, or 
airgap leakage reactance drop which may in -burn be divided into 
belt and zigzag leakage, reactance drops. 
and 
,Ca d Po' Y. n i ) 
xct9= c (Po'- Z 
( 5) 
(3. 
where C is a c ons ta.i t which can be found from the formulae in 
Table 3.1. 
It is then evidai t that for an ideal machine of sine -wave 
m.m.f. there is no fundamental airgap leakage reactance drop and 
the airgap leakage flux producer only harmonic reactive voltages 
which may be neglected. 
It is to be noted from the Table that while .midis greater 
than? X4q, the direct -axis airgap leakage reactance is smaller than that of the quadrature -axis. However, as the difference is small 
and the airgap leakage is only part of the total armature leakage, the main component of which (slot and end -winding leakage), is very nearly constant, the total leakage reactance is usually assumed to be the same for both axes. The nature of leakage reactance will be discussed in greater detail later. 
In the case of a cylindrical -rotor machine, the permeance is constant along the g p.periphery and the permeance curve contains no harmonics. Therefore P: = O and all the terms containing in Table 3.1 vanish so that the reactances in the direct - and quadrature -axis become equal. 
3. 5. PERMEANCE CURVES 
In the previous section formulae were given for the fundamental reactive voltages expressed in terms of the coefficients of 
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TABLE 3.1. MAGNITUDES AND PHASES OF FUNDAMENTAL 
VOLTAGES DUE TO ARMATURE REACTION 
fundamental voltage due to 72.44 flux harmonic 
(i) produced by 2.d ; _J O'49CAd 
8o 
X dri 8 
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permeance curves. Methods of determining the permeance curves are 
now discussed. 
Since the direction of flux in the airgap is nct necessarily 
radial', the permeance may not be constant along a given radial 
line. Therefore the permeance in the airgap is defined as the 
radial permeance at the armature surface, i.e., as the ratio of 
radial flux density at the armature surface to the 
0.47 times the effective ampere- turns). 
The field m.m.f., is assumed to be a square wave of full pole 
pitch (See Fig. 3.1). This is justified because the permeance of 
the iron part of the magnetic path is so much greater than that of 
the airgap that the drop of m.m.f. in the iron part may be neglect -' 
ed and the armature surface assured to be at zero magnetic potential 
Then when the machine is excited only by the field the radial flux 
density curve at the armature surface is the basic permeance curve. 
There are two methods for the determination of the permeance 
curves. 
(A) The first method is by flux plotting or by actual test so 
that the radial flux density at the armatúre surface can be 
deter mined. Then the flux density curve divided by the m.m.f. 
curve at a corresponding point will give the ;permeance for the 
given m.m.f. wave. 
(B) The second method was given by Doherty and Nickle and may be 
called " equivalent airgap curve method ", as an equivalent airgap 
is to be determined first and then permeance curves for different 
harmonics obtained therefrom. 
It was shown by Doherty and Nickle that the permeance of a 
uniform gap is 
.+P. aß 
P 
At PI RQ 4 R1 
2 Ra /q, " - Rf" (3.7) 
where n = order of harmonic of m.m.f. wave 
= number of poles 
Re= radius of armature 
Rf = radius of rotor 
If the airgap is relatively very small in ocmparison with the 
armature diameter, i.e., 9 approaches zero as a limit, the 
permeance becomes Ro 
P= "g 9 Co fti 9 = 9 y cti y 
where 3 = effective airgap 
y= pole pitch 
(3.8) 
* 
súrfáZluxs irmalÌusifhsárúrátióñter ñeglíbgindéry ferromagnetic 
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The value of y4iy is plotted against y in Fig. 3.10. 
When y = D , 
yco -fyy = 1, and 
p - 
Therefore for a uniform m.m '. wave, i.e., zero harmonic, or 
n = o, the permeance is equal to the reciprocal of the airgap 
length. For the harmonics of m.m.f., with the airgap small 
compared with the harmonic pole pitch, the permeance is also 
approximately given by the reciprocal of the airgap length. 
Thus the reciprocal of the permeance curve for zero order 
harmonic (which can be obtained either by flux plotting or by 
experiment) gives an equivalent air gap curve. The equivalent 
airgap may be considered as a transformation of the salient -pole 
machine into a shapedrotor machine with non -uniform airgap and 
with the same permeance curves as the prototype salient -pole 
machine. 
From the equivalent curve and Fig. 3.10 values of .9 and 
y ealtiy can be obtained for any position at the armature surface 
and for any harmonic of the m.m.f., wave respectively. Then 
from eq.(3.8) the permeance curve for any harmonic of m.m.f. 
curve can be determined. 
As pointed out by Doherty and Nickle, if the ratio of the 
maximum equivalent airgap to the radius is less than say 0.15, 
the error in the calculated permeance will probably be less than 
10%, the calculated value being too low. If the ratio is greater 
than 0.15, eq. (3.7) should be used instead of eq. (3,8) 
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C H A P T E R IV 
SYNCHRONOUS . - MACHINE CONSTANTS 
4. 1. GENERAL 
In the previous chapters the fundamental principles of the 
two- reaction theory were given, with an analysis of the magnetic 
flux distribution in a salient -pole machine, leading to the 
direct -axis and quadrature-axis synchronous reactances ;td and Xq. 
While these two constants are sufficient for the study of the 
steady -state operating conditions of a salient -pole machine, 
transient conditions require more detailed investigation. For the 
characteristics and performance of a salient -pole machine in 
general it is essential to obtain further coefficients in terms of 
which the machine's transient characteristics and performance are 
expressible. The definitions of these constants are here discuss- 
ed. 
4. 1. (1) TRANSIENTS 
The synchronous reactance is composed of two Darts, the 
armature- reaction reactance and the armature- leakage reactance. 
The armature -reaction reactance has different values, respectively 
X,9and Xag , in the direct- and quadrature -axes, the latter 
normally being smaller than the former because of the lower 
permeance in the quadrature -axis. The leakage reactance varies 
only slightly in the two axes: it is usually a little larger in the 
q- axis than in the d - axis. But as the variation is rather small 
and the leakage reactance itself is only a small part of the 
synchronous reactance its variation is small enough to be neglected 
The synchronous reactance is the ratio of the induced funda- 
mental e.m.f. to the fundamental armature current. This refers to 
steady state only. In steady -state operation the armature flux is 
stationary with respect to the poles and therefore the flux 
linkages with the rotor circuits are constant. But under transient 
conditions there is change of .mutual flux between the armature 
and rotor circuits, and the rotor circuits will act against the 
change of flux according to Lenz Law. There will be currents 
induced in the rotor circuits which will oppose the flux changes 
of the armature current. Then the apparent flux produced by 
unit armature current is smaller under transient than under steady - 
state conditions, and so also are the flux linkage and the reaction 
voltage. Therefore the transient reactances are smaller than . 
steady- state, or synchronous reactances. The reactances under 
transient conditions when only the effect of the field -winding 
circuit is considered are usually termed transient, while when the effect of both the field -winding circuit and additional rotor 
circuits (such as damper bars) are considered, they are termed 
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sub -transient. Thus according to the method of application in 
time of armature current, the reactances may be classified as 
sustained, transient and sub -transient. 
4. 1. (2) UNBALANCE 
For unbalanced conditions of operation the armature currents 
may be resolved by the method of symmetrical components into 
positive -, negative- and zero -phase -sequence currants. Under 
balanced conditions of operation only the positive- phase- sequence 
currents exist and the synchronous reactances are therefore based 
thereon. For negative- and zero -phase- sequence currents there 
are corresponding reactance values. 
If the rotor is kept stationary and a lute -to- neutral or 
liVe -to -line current is applied to the armature, the operative 
reactances are termed static reactances. The relations between 
static, sub -transient and zero -phase -sequence reactances will be 
discussed later: The sub -transient and zero -phase- sequence 
reactances can be determined from static reactances by test. 
4. 1. (3) TIME-CONSTANTS 
The transient currents in the armature and rotor circuits 
will decay from their initial values to steady -state values. They 
may each be resolved into a steady -state component and several 
transient components which decay according to appropriate time 
constants. The time- constant of the armature circuit is 
uni -valued, but the rotor circuits have both open -circuit and 
short -circuit time constants according to whether the armature is 
open- or short -circuited, and also have different values in the 
direct and quadrature -axes. The direct component and even 
harmonics in the armature current decay according to the armature 
time constant, the odd harmonics according to the rotor time - 
constants. In the rotor circuits the direct component and the even 
harmonics decay according to their own time - constants, and the 
odd harmonics according to the armature time -constant. 
4. 2. SYNCHRONOUS, ARMATURE- REACTION AND LEAKAGE REACTANCES 
4. 2. (1) DEFINITIONS 
The direct -axis synchronous reactance Xis the ratio of the fundamental reactive armature voltage produced by a sustained 
direct -axis component of armature current applied, to the value of that component of current at rated frequency and with the rotor running at synchronous speed. 
The quadrature -axis synchronous reactance is defined in an analogous manner. 
The armature -reaction reactances X44 and N:e4ef are reactances due to the space fundamental sine wave of airgap flux produced 
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by the armature current acting alone. 
The armature leakage reactance XI is the difference 
between 
the total, or synchronous, armature reactarn e and 
the reactance of 
armature reaction. 
4. 2. (2 ) LEAKAGE ßEACTANCE 
This may be separated into the following four parts, 
associated with 
(a) slot leakage; 
(b) end- winding leakage; 
(c) zig -zag leakage; and 
(d) belt leakage. 
The belt and zig -zag reactances together are called the 
differential leakage reactance or airgap leakage reactance. 
The slot leakage reactance is that due to the flux crossing 
the slots below the armature surface. 
The end -leakage reactance corresponds to the flux linking the 
end - windings alone. 
The differential leakage reactance is the total reactance 
due to harmonic fluxes crossing the airgap that are not of the 
fundamental number of poles. 
The zig -zag leakage reactance is that due to the space 
harmonics of the airgap flux, which induces fundamental frequency 
voltages in the armature. This includes the flux which crosses 
from tooth to tooth in the airgap and interpolar spaces without 
actually reaching the field surface, and so takes-up the leakage 
flux at the point at which the slot leakage left it. 
The belt leakage reactance is the reactance due to all the 
remaining fundamental frequency voltage producing space harmonics 
of the airgap flux caused by armature current. It is the addition- 
al reactance that an actual winding has above that which it would 
have if there were as many phases as slots per pole. 
In'fact, no rigid dividing line can be drawn between the 
zig -zag and belt leakages, as they are mutually dependent. The 
reason for making a distinction is that, for ordinary design 
proportions, a change in the number of slots affects only the zig- 
zag leakage, while a change in the winding pitch affects only the 
belt leakage, so that the independent effects of number of slots 
and of pitch can be more easily dealt with when the two parts are 
considered separately. 
The leakage reactance is usually assumed to be constant, 
though in reality the differential leakage is bigger in the 
quadrature -axis than in the direct -axis. The slot leakage and the 
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end leakage can be taken as constant, because the paths of the 
flux are substantially independent of the armature position with 
respect to the poles, except for the secondary influence of the 
tooth saturation, and therefore the permeances are nearly constant. 
As to the differential leakage, the direct -axis component of 
the current is maximum when the slots are midway between the 
poles, where the permeance is a minimum, and the quadrature -axis 
component of the current is maximum When the slots are directly 
under the pole centre, where the permeance is a maximum. Therefore 
the differential leakage is larger in the quadrature- than in the 
di. rect -axis. 
Karapetoff (15) showed that the leakage reactance is of a 
variable nature depending upon the angle of lag of the armature 
current on the nominal voltage. He assumed that the leakage 
inductance, which is variable with the rotor position, consists 
of a constant and a second harmonic. In reality the leakage 
reactance varies with the permeance which also contains even 
harmonics of higher order than the second. But, as shorn by 
Doherty and Nickle, the only harmonics in the permeance curve that 
affect the fundamental induced voltage are the zero- and second - 
order terms: the assumption made by Karapetoff is m nsequently 
justified. 
It was remarked in Chapter III.that Doherty and Nickle 
derived formulae for the fundamental voltages induced by the air- 
gap flux produced by the fundamental and space harmonics of the 
armature m.m.f. The space fundamental of airgap flux is produced 
by the fundamental of armature m.m.f., while the space harmonics 
of atmatttre m.m.f. produce only space harmonics of airgap flux. 
(The fundamental of armature m.ra.f. próduces space harmonics of 
airgap flux, too. But these rotate at synchronous speed with 
respect to the armature and produce only harmonic frequency lu lt- 
ages, which are to be neglected). Since by definition armature - 
reaction reactance is that part due to the space fundamental of 
airgap flux, it is the fundamental voltage per unit current induced 
by the airgap flux produced by the space fundamental of armature 
m.m.f. Therefore all the fundamental- reactive -voltage- inducing 
airgap fluxes produced by the space harmonics of armature m.m.f. 
are airgap leakage flux. In the case of an ideal machine with a 
sine -wave armature m.m.f. there is no airgap leakage flux produc- 
ing fundamental voltages. 
The direct -axis airgap leakage reactance given by Doherty and 
Nickle is 
PPCs P°CS C7 eC7 Z 7:1Cs C7 
X1td = zs 0 4 49 70 
( ¢ ) 
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The quadrature -axis airgap leakage reactance is 
X - f ; PC s2 + 1 s Qc? Gi c7Z 
_ 
C5 C7 
Hi? 2 s 70 ¢9 70 
(4.2) 
The negative signs of half of the terms in (4.1) show that 
Xtfd is smaller than Xzfq . But as pointed out by Doherty and 
Nickle, the maximum variation in leakage reactance with pole 
position is of the order oft 1% of the armature reaction reactance; 
and in many cases, on account of fractional pitch, etc., it would 
be practically zero. Therefore the variation of leakage reactance 
may be neglected nrd it is fully justified to assume the leakage 
reactance to be constant. 
4. 3. TRANSIENT REACTANCES 
In steady -state operation the mutual flux between armature 
and rotor circuits moves at synch zvnous speed and is therefore 
stationary with respect to the rotor. So there is no change of 
linkage in the rotor circuits and the synchronous reactance is 
equal to the sum of armature -reaction reactance and armature 
leakage reactance. But under transient conditions, such as short - 
circuit, sudden change of power angle, starting, or a current or 
voltage suddenly applied to the armature, the change of armature 
current tends to change the linkage with the rotor circuits. 
According to the Lenz Law, c.m.f's.,, are induced in the rotor 
circuits, which cause currents to flow the effect of which is 
initially to neutralize the effect of the armature current so that 
the flux linkage in each rotor circuit d)es not alter at the 
instant the transient occurs. 
4. 3. (1) NO ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUITS 
Consider the simplest case, in which there are no rotor 
circuits additional to the normal field winding. A transient field 
current is induced to neutralize the change of flux linkage 
produced by the transient armature current. If there were no field 
leakage reactance, and the flux distribution due to the field 
current alone were the same as that due to the armature current 
alone, the mutual flux produced by the armature cirrent would be entirely neutralized by the flux produced by the field current, and the armature current would attain such a value that the armature leakage reactance voltage drop would be equal to the applied voltage. But in reality the flux distribùtion due to the field current is never idential with that due to the annature current 
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and there is always some field leakage flux, so that the armature 
current does not attain so high a value. The armature current 
and field current will be of such values that the net linkage in 
the armature circuit will balance the applied voltage and the 
net linkage in the field circuit will remain the same as at the 
instant just before the transient occurs. 
Because of this effect of induced field current the apparent 
total reactance in the armature circuit, i.e., the reactive 
voltage per unit armature current, will be smaller than the 
synchronous reactance. The redì ed value is termed the transient 
reactance, its magnitude being somewhere between the limits of 
armature leakage reactance and synchronous reactance. 
The transient reactance of a machine in the direct -axis, 
Xd (or in the quadrature -axis, Xq' ) is therefore defined as the 
ratio of positive phase- sequence reactive voltage due to the 
sudden application of a positive phase -sequence current in the 
direct (or quadrature) axis, to that current, if there are no 
additional rotor circuits. 
Under transient conditions the armature and field resemble 
the primary and secondary of a short -circuited transformer. 
Therefore if the field circuit is changed into armature terms, the 
armature and field together can be represented by an equivalent 
circuit of the transformer type. 
If the turn -ratio is so chosen that the mutual reactance is 
equal to the armature reaction reactance, the equivalent circuit 
for armature and field without additional rotor circuits will be 
as shown in Fig. 4.1, 
where "a. = armature resistance; 
= armature leakage reactance; 
Rio= field resistance; 
g «d= field total resistance; x= direct -axis armature reaction reactance; 
Lid= mutual reactance between armature and field. 
From Fig. 4.1, it is apparent that the direct -axis 
synchronous reactance X4 is equal to X4 + Xad 
Neglecting the field resistance, which is usually small 
compared with the mutual reactance, the direct -axis transient 
reactance can be found from the circuit as 
Xd zc .c* « -L -Q) - 
2njoi Sid - Said ghrd 
( Xl ZI id)ghla - SAICe 
g#d 
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Cit. 3) 
Since there is no field winding in the quadrature -axis, the 
quadrature -axis transient reactance is equal to the quadrature- 
axis synchronous reactance. 
4. 3. (2) WITH ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUITS 
In most synchronous machines the rotor possesses well- or 
ill -defined additional circuits such as dame r bars, field collars, 
solid pole -shoes, etc. Under transient conditions these will 
carry induced currents, of such magnitude that their linkages will 
remain constant at the instant the transient conditions are 
imposed. Equivalent circuits for an armature with field and 
additional rotor circuits were developed by Linville,.Liwschitz, 
and Rankin. Rankin's equivalent circuits are the most complete 
and useful, and will be discussed in Chapter VI. 
The resistance of additional rotor circuits is usually much 
bigger than that of the field circuit when all are expressed in 
armature terms. As the time-constant of a transient current 
varies inversely as the resistance, the time constants of the 
additional rotor circuits are usually much shorter than those of 
the field circuit. The transient currents in the additional rotor 
circuits thus decay very rapidly, usually in a few cycles, while 
the transient current in the main field may persist for a few 
seconds. 
In order to distinguish between the effects of field circuit 
and of additional rotor circuits, the effect of field and 
additional rotor circuits together is termed sub -transient and 
that due to the field alone is termed transient. The sub - 
transient reactance of a machine in dither the direct or the 
quadrature -axis is defined as the ratio of positive- phase- 
sequence reactive voltage due to the sudden application of a 
positive phase- sequence current to that current, while transient 
reactance is the corresponding apparent value that obtains after-the "short- time -constant" transients have decayed to negligible magnitudes. 
4. 4. NEGATIVE PHASE-SEQUENCE REACTANCE 
The negative- phase -sequence reactance of a machine is the ratio of the negative phase -sequence fundamental reactive 
armature voltage produced by a negative phase- sequence fundamental armature current applied, to that current, when the machine is running at synchronous speed. 
When a negative -phase- sequence fundamental armature current 
flows, a . constant m.m. f. wave is formed which rotates at 
synchronous speed with respect to the armature in the rasgative 
direction and therefore at double synchronous speed with respect to the rotor. This rotating m.m.f. wave may be resolved into 
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two double -frequency pulsating waves in space and time quadrature 
in the direct and quadrature axes. The pulsating m.m.f. waves 
combined with the permeance curves give two pulsating flux waves, 
the fundamentals of which are proportional (or, in per -unit terms, 
equal) to LX4t.° and ,t;Xq" . Here the subtransient reactances Xdu 
and 'CA?'" are used instead of the synchronous reactances because 
the rotating m.m.f. wave is not stationary with respect to the 
rotor and there are persistent changes of flux linkage in the 
rotor circuits so that the conditions are such as to conform most 
closely with those on which the subtransient reactances are based. 
Now neglecting the harmonics in the flux wave, we can resolve each 
of the fundamental pulsating flux .waves .c;74et' and tixq" into two 
rotating flux waves of half their magnitudes and rotating in 
opposite directions at double synchronous speed with respect to 
the rotor. The resultant backward flux wave is of the magnitude 
Xd xdfXq 
2 ti{ 2 
and is at negative synchronous speed with respect to the armature. 
It generates the negative -phase -sequence fundamental voltage. The 
negative-phase-sequence reactance is therefore 
f 
) 2 C Z 
., / xd 
;C2 2 (4 4) 
The resultant forward flux wave is of the magnitude na 
at 3 times synchronous speed with respect to the armature and 
therefore generates a positive -phase -sequence 3rd -harmonic voltage. 
The m.m.fs, fluxes,and voltages can be represented by space 
and time vectors and are sharp n in the Figs. 4.2-7. 
It can be similarly shown that if a negative -phase- sequence 
fundamental voltage is applied, there will be produced a negative - 
phase- sequence fundamental current as well as a third -harmonic 
current. In this case the ratio of the fundamental voltage to the 
fundamental current is no longer ( .X.d"+ Xß ") /2, but 2 Xayxq / ( Xd "+ Xq' ) 
By definition we only take 
X.1("+ Zr" x2 - 
2 
If a negative -phase -sequence fundamental voltage is applied to 
a machine with an external reactance Xe, the total negative - 
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Then the reactam e of the machine alone becomes 
,, 
f 24 X - xQ = 2 
which is the same as the negative- phase -sequence. reactance XZ. 
This is the necessary result because when a fundamental voltage 
is applied to a machine with a large external reactance, the 
current approaches a sine -wave and the voltages across both the 
machine and thè external reactance contain a third harmonic of 
opposite direction and same magnitude so that they neutralize each 
other. 
As a line -to -line short- circuit current contains a negative - 
phase- sequence component, the A.Z.E.E. proposed a method ( 55 ) 
of determining X2 from a line -to -line short circuit test. It was 
shown by W.A. Thomas (4.4.) that the negative -phase -sequence reactance 
of a lime -to -line short circuit, i.e., the ratio of the fundamental 
voltage to fundamental current, is .X0("X9 , but the negative - 
phase- sequence reactance determined by this method, i.e., the 
ratio of measured voltage and current, which are the r.m.s. values 
and therefore contain the harmonics as well as the fundamental, 
is equal to ( X.d°+ X1')/2. Therefore this method does not determine 
the value of the negative- phase -sequence reactance for the operat- 
ing conditions used, but determines the X2 as defined above. If 
the fundamental components of the quadratures measured by means of 
the A.I.E.E. method are used, a correct value of negative- phase- 
sequence reactance, namely VXQ",Y1" is determined for that operat- 
ing condition. 
4. 5. ZERO-PHASE-.SEQUENCE REACTANCE 
The zero -phase -sequence reactance of a machine is the ratio 
of fundamental phase voltage produced by a zero -phase- sequence 
current applied, to that current. 
In a three -phase machine the resultant of the fundamental 
m.m.f. wave produced by a zero -phase- sequence current is zero. 
So are also the harmonics except the 3rd and its multiplies. The 
3rd harmonic and its multiples are co- phasal in all three phases. 
They sum to a pulsating stationary m.m.f. wave with a fundamental 
pitch equal to one third of the pole -pitch and pulsating at the 
frequency of the applied current. As this pulsating m.m.f. wave 
is much smaller than the rotating wave produced by a positive - 
phase- sequence current, .Z0 is usually of a very small magnitude 
as compared with the synchronous reactance. 
Since the pulsating m.m.f. wave causes change of flux 
linkage in the rotor circuits no matter whether the rotor is 
stationary or rotating, the rotor circui'ts. always have transient and 
sub -transient effects on the armature. Therefore X0 is little 
affected by whether the rotor is running or at stand still. 
4. 6.- STATIC REACTANCES ' 
The line -to neutral static reactance is the ratio of the 
fundamental reactive phase voltage produced by a line -to- neutral 
fundamental current applied, to that current, when the rotor is 
kept stationary with respect to the armature. 
The direct -axis line -to- neutral static reactance acrd is 
that reactance when the direct -axis coincides with the axis of 
the relevant phase; the quadrature -axis line -to- neutral static 
reactance Xq is that reactance When the quadratur e -axis coincides 
with the axis of the phase concerned. 
The line-to-line static reactance is the ratio of the 
line -to -line fundamental reactive voltage produced by a line -to- 
line fundamental current applied to that current when the rotor is 
kept stationary with respect to the armature. 
The direct -axis line -to -lithe static reactance Xsd is that 
reactance when the direct -axis coincides with the axis of the two phases combined. The quadrature -axis lime -to -line static reactance Xsq is that reactance when the quadrature -agis coincides with the axis of the two phases combined. 
It is to be noted that since 
one phase is connected to another 
two phases combined is not midway 
phases, but is midway between tae 
opposite direction of the axis of 
- .2b - 
in a line -to -line connection 
phase inverted, the axis of the 
between tle axes of the two 
axis of one phase and the 
the other phase, Fig. 4.8. 
4. 7 . PARK'S FLUX- LINKAGE FORMULAE FOR AN IDEAL SYNCHRONOUS 
MACHINE 
A major contribution to the basic theory of operation of 
synchronous machines was made by Park (26) in a discussion of the 
flux -linkages in the phase windings of a machine. From his work 
the relations between negative- and zero -phase -sequence, static, 
and sub -transient reactances can be derived. A digest of Park's 
analysis is given below. 
Consider Fig. 4.9, showing an elementary 2 -pole machine. 
-Let the d -axis be at the angle e to the axis of phase A. Then if 
the rotor is stationary with respect to the armature, 8 is a 
constant. If,,however, the rotor is turning at a given speed with 
reference to the armature, then 
8= 60+ t 
where t is time expressed in per -unit terms, or angle in radians. 
In general the rotor will carry currents producing in 
combination an m.m.f. resolvable along the direct and quadrature 
axes. Let Id and .Iq be the equivalent d- and q -axis rotor 
currents respectively. Consider the flux -linkages in per unit 
terms in phase A. There will be 
(i) a contribution from the direct -axis field component which, 
by virtue of the displacement angle e , will be proportional 
to Sdcos e . The proportionality factor fb r flux is the 
direct -axis armature- reaction reactance Xad, so that the 
linkage is xad jdcos e ; 
(ii) a similar contribution - Xaglgsin e from the q_ -axis field 
equivalent current; 
(iii) linkage produced by any assymmetry. of the phase currents 
whose vector sum ( + A-6 +x-c_ ) will not then be 
zero. The linkage is a function of the zero -phase -sequence 
reactance coefficient X and becomes 3 x,( ,cß + .c;o + tic ) . 
(iv) eo ntributi ons by the forward - and backward- moving 
negative- phase- sequence currents (Cee (4.4.)). 
For phase A these linkages sum to 
%pa.= Xad id cos 9 - Xa9Sf Sine 
-3 Xp (4:4 4 .4.6 c) - (Xd f Xq C - 
-1 (Xd -X9 )G Gos2eF,<bCoS(2B -3 ñ)-f- CoS(2Bf3 n] (4.5) 
* See Chap V. For constant speed of rotation unit time is that for rotation through one electrical radian, and per -unit time is the number of electrical radians of rotation. 
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Having regard to the change of phase axis by 2 V/3, the 
linkages in phases B and C are 
76 = Zoe/ Idcac(B -3 1r) -Xag4.4 69 -3 7r) 
_ 1 Xo (ti a, 4: 6 f tic) - -a C-t,c 3 
- 1(Yet-4 )[tes eive 06;4 7. )14- 8 -t ,c; coe Cze - (-.A ) 
and Xad -Id Lae. (B -f 3 ) -X44; (B f f 
-1)6 (, z4 f ,Gi f .¿c.) - (xd A )Ci<< - 2 <tiu f X611 
-1 -2 )[ eee(zo -3 t) t,i eß(261 1-/I)- t,<;z.e.2] (4-.7) 
The d- and q -axis equivalent rotor currents are 
xa.0( 
aiq Z19 t Zazq z4 -t and I9 = X41 
where mutual reactance between the circuits of the 
armature and the field winding. 
$a'd- = mutual reactances between the armature and the 
"44d- additional rotor circuits in the D -axis. 
/Ca 
'9- = do. in the Q -axis. 
ga.iq, 
Under steady -state conditions there are no currents in the 
additional rotor circuits, so that 
= 14 11:'( I, - co,tsa Kf 
and 
19= 
But under transient conditions there will be induced currents in 
the additional rotor circuits, and also in the field winding 
itself. However these currents are taken into account if the 
synchronous reactances and xq are replaced by the subtransients 
.r.4 "and Xi °, in eq.c.. (4.5) - (4.7). 
4. 8. DERIVATION OF N.P . S . REACTANCE FROM FLUX -LINKAGE FORMULAE 
If a negative- phase- sequence fundamental current is applied, 
the phase currents will be 
4 cos f 
2r 
6.= cos (X t Tr 
and 
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Since there is change of linkages in the rotor circuits due 
to negative- phase -sequence currents, the subtranS.i ent .reactances 
should be used. 
Then the linkage in phase A due to the negative- phase- 
sequence currents is 




J .4 COS t eoSCZf-f 200) 
#c-os( f F cos-(it-ti Z.Bo -3 ) f-.c cos(t`- 3 )cos(zf--f261 -f 4)3 
3 
3 z ,¿ cos t 
- 
3 ? f cost3t 7,-26 -f cos (Z` f LB, ) f ccs(lf 7,20e 
f cos (-e f29of 3)_t Cos (3t 7420e ) f ces (f f261d- 3) 
X4" -14 X?" ti cos t 
ze"- 
¿cos (if f ZBo) 
2 
It is clear from the above equation that the voltage 
induced by a negative -phase -sequence current consists of a 
fundamental and a third harmonic and that the negative- phase- 
sequence reactance XL is equal to ( "+ A4")/2. 
The linkages in phases B and C can be similarly found as y 
cos- (z f 3 ) 
2n/ 
cos ( Zao- -- 
?n 
,¿ cos l 
Cos (3t f29 
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From the equations of 7 41, and (h it is also seen that 
while the fundamental voltage is of negative- phase - sequence as is 
the current, the third harmonic voltage is of positive sequence. 
4 9. DERIVATION OF STATIC REACTANCES FROM FLUX LINKAGES FORMULAE 
If a line -to- neutral fundamental current is applied to 
phase A 
tia - ¿Cos 
Since the rotor is kept stationary with respect to the 
armature, 
- (90 
And since the flux is pulsating, there is change of linkages 
in the rotor circuits. Therefore X,d "and Xi." should be used. 
The flux linkage in phase A due to the line-to-neutral 
current is therefore, from eQ.. 4.5., 
Va - - 3 a .s cos t 
"1'XQ'' 
3 xd-xg 
C OV t' cv2 260 
From Fig. 4.9, when the direct axis coincides with the axis 
of phase A, G. = 0. 
".fx9 _ '140 cas Z` Q Ta = 3 
3 
ti 
Xot 2xd ., cos 
Xo f 2Xd 
3 
men the quadrature axis oo indides with the axis of phase A; 
Do= - 2. 
(4.8) 
/ , ., ,, ,j 
7' =[ 3 d 3 Zg - Xd Z9 ,t GoS t- o X f 2 xQ . c,,- 3 tiCosr 
zxq'' 14 
' x9 _= 3 19.9 ) 
If a line-to-line fundamental currant is applied to phases A 
and B, 
tia= *"' .4ó = .t.GD, t 
The flux linkage in the combined winding of phases A and B is 
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therefore to 
a6 = a - 7'ó (minus sign used because phase A is connected to phase B inverted) 
y f. ( e s 
_ - 3 (tcos - ,Zc, o 
X 
s t J - 3 . 
Q 
C 
z (.cos t f 
-= ' .c cas `co S IBe tit G os ( ZBo -- 3)1 
, 
- t Cos .c,o5 Z` f . .Yd xq ¡ rcaw .cco f ( 3 l' 
,, z` 4 ¡.¿ col t A>e (26, ( Z oc, - 
- (xd`'-txQ'') 
re . 
et' x" y f c' cda t 26', -f r (2-0,, -f 
3 
-Z ee; Gera- t Gera (Z o 
-(xd ~fXy) .c-vat 
f (Xd v - .Y9 4 > ,c cvQ- r c.rz ( ZBa - 
.)] 
From Fig. 4.8, when the direct axis coincides with the axis 
of phases A and B combined, 
A6 _-(XdN.fXy 
a) t f<Xd6 #).`ceret r-eriz.. (-7f' 
= !/ f y- /i GdQ- -i X d !i _ -, zg " ) 
_ - Z Xi ".G ce-c- t 
xa= 2 xd'' «. /0) 
When the quadrature axis coincides with the axis of phases 
A and B combined 
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V:46 - Deaf" 1- Xe 11J .G G- t CXd a -,V/ .:L.0Z t cav.(- 2iJ 
- 0(d'ry?-íL f.r ),t Gea t * t JCd 'zQ ) Gs r- 
= 2 ""f 
,r Gcra .t 
,, 
, . xsg= 2 z9 
,to 74 ?xq x b ?`2Xe - X d _ , 9 3 
And xsd 2 xd Xs? ; 2 29 .r 
,Y , 3 Xed - xsal -- 3 9 -- xs . 1 ) 
x/ '',=. a( xsd , c¢ /3) 
(4. 14 ) 
Therefore the values of Xa. , Xd ", and )(q" can be found from 
the static reactances which can be easily determined by test. 
If the damper bars are removed or open -circuited during the 
xsd 2 Xd r xs9 ._ 2 Xq 
If the field winding is also removed or open -circuited, 
2 Xd x.Tq - 2x9 
So the synchronous reactances and transient reactances can 
al so be found from the static reactances. 
4. 10. TIME- CONSTANTS 
The time -constant of a circuit is the time required for a 
transient direct current to decay to % or 0.368 of its initial 
value. 
In a circuit of resistance t and reactance X the time 
constant is 
test, 
% = L. %, seconds or 
f = x 2 L Ah rad ans 
If the armature is open- circuited, the effective field - 
circuit time- constant is that of the field circuit alone, if the 
effect of the additional rotor circuits is neglected. 
Let 2icbd = total field reactance 
R.ffd = total field resistance 
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Then the open -circuit field time constant is 
Tdo, _ 
2gffd 
/5) f Rid 
If the armature is short- circuited, a transient current in 
field will induce a transient current in the armature, which 
will effect the apparent reactance of the field circuit. 
From the elementary equivalent circuit, if we neglect the 
armature resistance which is usually very small in comparison with 
reactances, we find the apparent field transient reactance is 
Z:/-7121 = gf fd - gafa t Zi 4 2ra d 
d 're( - Z aAd Zee + .Tt Zed 
Xd 
Z74741? x, -Xcfd Xc - J(t ) 
Xao 
ghdXd - 2[707te2 
xd 
= Z d -141 
So the short -circuit field time constant is 
gfid _7_ - 27rfR4,d 
_ ( xd') Td0' (4.1' ) ;r ° 
If there is an external réactance .Ye in the armature circuit, 
it can be shovn in the same way that the short -circuit field time 
constant is 
Xer ,t.xe T _ ( l Tdo <4. /7) 
If the effect of additional rotor circuits is not neglected, 
the time constants will have much more complicated expressions, 
and may be approximately determined fio m operational impedance 
equations or from equivalent circuits. 
The open -circuit sub -transient time constant is the time 
constant of the additional rotor circuits considered as a single 
equivalent circuit when the armature is open -circuited, and 
the short -circuit sub -transient time constant is that when the armature is short- circuited. These are also very complicated; 
they may be determined fm m operational impedance equations or equivalent circuits. 
It can be shown that 
Tel (Xd ) do 
In the quadrature axis, as there is no field circuit, 
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24' %
Tg = c Qo (4./g 
In the armature circuit, since the field and the additional 
rotor circuits are always closed, the sub -transient reactances 
Xd''and XQ` must be used in the armature time constant. As the 
armature is at synchronous speed with respect to the rotor, the 
mean value of Xd and Xq is the apparent reactance for the time 
constant. XdntXQ 
2 
.1 XI 2r r4 27Tf ra 
When Iâ is the d.c. resistance of the armature. 
If there is external reactance .XQ 
X,. t Xe 
Ta - 2 n f ra 
Knowing these time osnstants, we can calculate the transient 
currents and voltages at any instant after the transient 
conditions have been applied. 
The value of the transient reactances found fzv m tests are 
usually unsaturated values, while.in actual operation the 
magnetic paths are all saturated and therefore saturated values 
of reactances are wanted. Wright (36) determined from tests 
an empirical coefficient Fst =ow which as a multiplier for the 
unsaturated reactances will give the saturated values: 
,Xd'= 0.88 Xdu 
r _u i 
Tdu Tdo 
Ase 
Td' xd T' zit,' ' o. es' 7u ' (yt 2 2) Xr )Cd 
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CHAPTER V 
THE PER -UNIT SYSTEM 
5. 1. PER -UNIT IMPEDANCES 
For the sake of convenience, simplicity and clarity, the per - 
unit value system has been widely adopted. But it was not until the 
publication of Rankin's paper on pepmtt impedances in 1945 that it 
was realised the per -unit impedance magnitudes depend upon the 
selection of the stator /rotor turn -ratio, which has no unique value. 
, 
For instance, a turn -ratio could be defined as the ratio of the 
series turns per stator phase to the rotor turns per pole; an 
alternative turn -ratio could use the effective series turns per 
stator phase inciudiug the kpkd factor; still another ratio could 
use the effective turns per pole approprie to the fundamental 
components of the stator- and rotor -excited flux waves; and there 
are still other turn ratios, for all of which strong arguments 
have been advanced. Therefore while the various impedances employ- 
ed by any one investigator may be mutually consistent, values given 
by different investigators do not always agree among themselves 
because of a different choice of effective turn- ratio. 
It was pointed out by Rankin that the selection of. -turn -ratio 
is tantamount to the selection of unit rotor circuit current. As 
normal stator voltage is universally taken as unity, the product 
$a,f.,/ floc. must be unity at nonnal open- circuit airgap line 
stator voltage which shays that the unit field current .lido is 
dependent on the choice of turn -ratio. 
It was proved by Rankin that no unique value of base- current 
ratio is demanded by the general per -unit systen. The base rotor- 
circuit currents are entirely susceptible to free selection, 
conditioned only by the restri&tion that when the value of rotor- 
circuit current has been selected as a base it must be used in 
the calculation of the machine impedances in the consistant method 
defined by the formulae. This means that the numerical values of 
many of the per -unit impedances are dependant upon the value of the 
rotor -circuit current which has been selected as a base. It was 
proved that all impedances measurable from the stator terminals 
such as Xd_, Xd', X, /'a, etc., are independent of the values of 
rotor - circuit currents selected as bases. The impedances which are 
not invariant are those internal impedances which cannot be 
measured from the machine terminais. 
5. 2. RANKIN' S MN-VERSION FORMULAE 
By converting the synchronous machine equations in the 
physical ampere -inch system into per -unit equations, Rankin derived 
per -unit iinpei1A.nae formulae in terms of the ampere -inch impedances 
and the selected base current ratios. The ampere -inch impedances 
are expressed in physical units (amperes, inches, seconds), while 
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the per -unit impedances are numerics. The base - current ratios 
are defined as the ratios of the rotor -circuit currents'selected 
as bases to l times the peak value of the rated stator phase 
current. 
The only condition imposed in the derivation of the conversion 
formulae is that the per -unit mutual impedances must bé reciprocal. 
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The per -unit values of the rotor-.circuit voltages are given 
by the following formulae:- 
EAe .L /do /) 
*a - 3 





In the above formulae, the bold -face type refers to physical 
ampere -inch quantities. 
The subscript notation is as follows:- 
a; armature circuit 
f field circuit 
¡f'i,, x.,additional rotor circuits 
ae direct -axis 
p base quantities 
'f, 04/ referring to self inductances and impedances 
4 Tam N/, br, $k, kit 
referring to mutual inductances and impedances 
between circuits denoted by the two letters 
4,0 is the peak value of rated armature current, and ea0 is 
the peak value of rated voltage. 
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The direct -axis field- winding current as obtained in any per - 
unit system defined by the foregoing formulae will be in per -unit o 
the selected base current .Ifdo , but the currents of all the 
additional rotor circuits are expressed in per -unit of the base 
current of the X411 direct -axis additional rotor circuit, with 
the Xth -- : _ - - -_ ' ' - - 
circuit submissive to free selection. 
Only the direct -axis impedances are given explicitly in the 
preceding formulae. The quadrature -axis impedances can e obtained 
from the direct -axis expressions by merely replacing the subscripts 
by q; this will express all the quadrature -axis currents in terms 
of the selected quadrature -axis base currents. It is often 
advantageous to express the quadrature -axis currents in terms of 
the direct -axis bases since the latter are more easily determined. 
In this case the quadrature -axis per -unit impedances are obtained 
from the direct -axis formulae by first replacing all the d 
subscripts by q, and then replacing the quadrature -axis current 
ba_sesequal to the direct -axis bases. 
5. 3. SPECIFIC BASE - CURRENT RATIOS 
The more important base - current ratios having practical 
advantages are given by the following four definitions. These 
base - current ratios cover nearly all in current use in the techni- 
cal literature. 
5. 3. (1) Xda, BASE 
Base field current I#eIQ is that current which will induce 
in each stator phase a voltage equal to 'Cad o ; base rotor - 
circuit current Ixdo is similarly defined. These X4d bases make 
2C4,r and ZQXd numerically equal to Xad . 
5. 3. (2) BASE 
Base field current //do is that which will give a m.m.f. per 
pole equal to the flat- topped armature reaction at normal stator 
current; base current _GA, is similarly defined. 
5. 3. (3) UNIT-VOLTAGE BASE 
Base current -rida is the field current required to produce 
normal, open- circuit, airgap -line stator voltage; base current -Lido 
is similarly defined. 
5. 3. (4) EQUAL- I''ÍUTUAL BASE 
The base rotor currents is defire d so that the mutual 
impedances ( Zaka¡ , gaxd , Zixd ) for a machine with one 
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additional rotor circuit are all equal. 
5. 4. ADOPTION OF Xad BASE 
Rankin suggested the X4 bases as preferable for the calcula- 
tion of machine impedances. There appears to be some agreement 
among designers on this point, and they have been adopted here. 
The base field current I/Io is defined in (5.3.1.) as that 
current which will inc ce in each stator phase a voltage equal to 
Xad -,ao 
The base has the following advantages:- 
(a) It makes ZZ.1d numerically equal to Xad , and avoids any 
further distinction between these quantities. 
(b) It makes the stator leakage reactance (Xd - gafd ) 
identical with the more familiar "leakage" reactance ( Xd - X.d ). 
With a similar definition of the base current in the fictitious 
quadrature -axis field circuit, the stator leakage reactance is the 
same for both axes. 
(c) It is in more common use in recent literature than any 
other base and many of the impedance formulae are founded on it. 
With three -phase currents of magnitude the stator, 
and with the rotor circuits open, the maximum of the fundamental 
component flux density is as given by the following equation:- 
a = O. 4- rT 4. .3.tao %,b kd !t 2. S'¢ - a 9 Cd, (s`. /7) 
The corresponding phase voltage is .mad 4u'. By definition, 
Ifa/o is the field current which will give a fundamental- component 
density equal to equation (5.17). The maximum'of the fundamental 
component due to jfdois as given by the following equation. 
.9 f(az.) = O. 4- lr Nfd i /do 2 S C , 
The base - current ratio is thus given as :- 
I fdo 4 Cot, k& ka, 
iia, ! G AVfd 
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( s i8) 
For a salient -pole machine with damper bars, the unit current 
for the additional rotor circuits is defined as that current which 
when flowing in the additional rotor circuit of 100 per cent pitch 
will induce in each stator phase a voltage Xad Let this 
current be Ixdo . The corresponding base - current ratio is given 
in the following equation:- 
-T )(di) 4 Gr. 
1Jd,X 
(5.20) 
where lid'x is defined as the factor by which the maximum flux 
density must be multiplied to obtain the maximum of the fundamental 
component of flux density with the machine excited by the X ih 
additional rotor circuit in the direct axis. 
A 100 per cent pitch circuit is not usually present in modern 
synchronous machines, but it is convenient to use it as a base 
circuit since it has maximum effectiveness. 
5 BASE VALUES 
When per -unit values are used, all the quantities are 
expressed in per unit of the base values (unit values). These 
base values are as follows:- 
eá0= peak value of rated phase voltage 
4:40= peak value of rated stator line current 
a= peak value of rated stator phase linkages 
Lao = base 
.( /stator) 
inductance 
/O 7"10 get v 
4,40 W 
= base reactance = 60 L40 
.44= base value of field current 
1Xd= base value of current in additional rotor circuits. 
Efdo= base value of field voltage 
ea o 
/ 1 ido 
) l2 .ß,A0 
4.0,6= base value of voltage in additional rotor circuits 
eco 
_4.mooJ 
SXido= base value of field linkage 
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/O Efdo 
w 
base value of additional rotor circuit linkage 
/0 8 Exdo 
w 
Then the quantities to be expressed in per -unit of the above 
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CHAPTER VI 
EQUATIONS AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS IN THE PEE -UNIT SYSTEM 
6. 1. PER -UNIT FLUX LINKAGE AND VOLTAGE EQUATIONS OF IDEAL SYN- 
CHRONOUS MACHINE 
The linkage equations were derived as follows:- 
.Ifd f- .Ca td lid -f tCçzd ZzA¡ -f 
-zd .4,t/ (6.1) 
ogligfga2gZZy f 
Xq ,¿q 
gffd -Z.fd fEf,a fsd Lei f 
_g,tid 
/id Ifr f gite/ zid t i2d Lai 
glati tid 
.1. ,Q = g,,q I,9 t g,z i2q 
- 
_ 2 Ad Ifir t g z,d -ttd t zd lue f 
2-Zwd tie/ 





Zzaq .c.q (6.5a) 
The rotor -circuit voltage equations are as follows: - 
E fa, _ /61:41 f R,yael Z. t Raw 'Id f /Pf2d Z d 
.71 ... . . 
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(6.6) 
Zee 4 /P. fd _2.7e6r -t /P..d 
/*,i,g II4 
,F- - - - - - 
E2I = P -E:d 74. 'q: 7ed ZZfd 
-- - - 
L--:9 = p iZZQ f Zq 1. 19 
(6.7) 
-f fe, 29 Z2q 





As the damper bars are all short -circuited, there is no 
voltage in the additional rotor circuits 
2;4d-Ezp,= = L-19 _ ,E29 (6.9) 
6. 2. OPERATIONAL, IMPEDANCES 
By solving the rotor - circuit voltage equations for the rotor - 
circuit currents, ..271,w, 2;,/, _rut, Z,Q I = . and substititing in 
the }a ture linkage equations, the armature flux linkage 
Y 
d 
and can be expressed in the following form. 
(101 = CT r E - xd ) d 
where G(P) , Xd ('/') and xq (() are operational functions, or 
functions of the operator p with coefficients composed exclusively of impedances. Therefore 6;(0), Xd (p) and xw) are termed 
operational impedances of thé machine. 
As by Herviside's operational calculus, when = o , = c, 
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and when f = oG , p= o , it is only necessary to put p equal 
to ' or o in order to find Xj (p) and Xq Cp) at -t = o or 
= oG . By definition, the impedance at -t = o is the sub - 
transient impedance and the impedance at i = oG is the steady 
state impedance. 
Therefore neglecting the resistances, 
.z.QI 2i Ca) 
(3 ) 
Xd = z:, C o 
X? = X9 Co) 
(6,12) 
(6.13) 
For illustration, we consider the case of no additional 
rotor circuit and that of one additional rotor 
axis. 
circuit in each 
6. 2. (1) NO ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUIT 
In the direct-axis, 
/ jFfd -74 1Pf4, 
- _ /6 ( ihe+/ Zyed 2-4 7°d ) f Aj°.íl*1 l.7Cd 
Eid f X4led 
.r /1d -f /Peo! 
)Efd-xd( )d 
= .d Zfd - Xcr cd 
ga,i+' Efr/ f ga * tid - 2C-75(4- Xd -Lal - tflys? xd /40 
/b ghed -7` Rife' 
gelta, ,b <.Ehre Xd -gQr ) f egier xd 
gíjod t Rhea' 
EA( 
A g}yQr f d 
afee 
_ 





A gydliexd -gitr ,C441 xd 
g jlea t /i7ild 
aG 
2 
x ' _ gyidxa-g4he 
= xac gad 
In the quadrature axis, 
tQ= - xeCA) _ 
xq(b) = x9 




. 2. (2) ONE ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUIT IN EACH AXIS 
In the direct axis, 
Fld . A ',id t RA( 1:*,, 
= / 6 (1-70yd . Z j t e Zr fid I.d rsd Ad ) f IP fa¡ ZYee 
rd -rrd 






so /vi n9 or -rfd 4kd Id, 
(`JZvl` id)t74a, fb2Zicl14fd-áfid4id) f braid Riid,cgi Ifd= 
(g 
L 
ib i.d Zhu' )4 Rod f ) t Ife at Red 
Zd - 12Z/,rne E,r f66' (g/rdZ? d -8art2s ) 
-f,ógaAve tehe'd 
p CB(d gold -Cf íd 
: 
) f ( gi/d 43.75sr 7`Zr9'd ) t 42. ed R7rd 
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Substituting the values of lid and _Ie into the armature 
flux linkage equation, 
d = çp)Efd - Xid tp) -40( 
-= gaid I,fd f 44/d Zit - .aC'd 
/ad read - g f/d g4/d ) f 42td ose te, 
where 
fd 
/` g//dz4 fd zgf/4t/ctA( gig4id / a4r//Qid ̀ 4íd''p) 
A (p 
4 _- /b2. r.tiid.erf'd - gfrdZ) f-16 (g//e eird 14--tri°%dRiid> 




g//c9 ZOLA( -1 .4Wg4 ga.ild f 'me lstZ 
When &i /cf 
al rotor circuit. 
Them 
g//co( g Nd - `Ei/d (6.19 
, it is equivalent to the case of no addition- 
z 
)6x(12 ) = Xa = x,:e fia 
i.e., the impedance reduces to the transient reactance. 
In the quadrature axis, 
¿ 0= (q. t / q 9 
= ft (6q Z/9 - Z /4q 4) t 
1 Z! 4q h 
-46- 
Z/9 
Y'q xq(fr) /t9 
=-7 Lag -xq=q 
pgiaq 
fr8rrq t Rag 
xm 
xq(p 
h -Krq Rue/ 
X 8io q xq(=x = q - Arq 
C760), Xd(p) , and ;CO can be found in similar manner 
for any number of additional rotor circuits and therefrom the 
subtransient reactances. The results are cumbersome and are too 
complicated for practical use, 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
6. 3. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OF THE SYNCHRONOUS IviACHINE 
Analagously with the transformer, a synchronous rm chine can 
be represented by equivalent circuits. Two such circuits are 
needed for a synchronous machine, one for the direct- and another 
for the quadrature -axis,because the circuits in the two axes differ 
by reason of (a) the saliency of poles and (b) the field winding 
existing only in the direct -axis. The equivalent circuit method 
of analysis is very effective in the solution of machine and 
system problems involving a number of simultaneous equations. In 
the case of the synchronous machine the complete equivalent 
circuit (complete in the sense that the field -winding cirant and 
the multiple damper -winding circuits are individually included) is 
very useful whenever a detailed knowledge is needed of the op eratim 
of all the rotor circuits. Specific examples of its use are in 
the design of the damper- windings, in problems involving single - 
phase and synchronous operation, in the determination of damping 
and synchronizing torque and in the determination of transient 
and sub -transient impedances. 
Linville presented an equivalent circuit which is complete 
within the limits of certain well- defined approximations, and also 
derived formulae for all the machine impedances. Liwschitz 
developed simplified equivalent circuits which are easier to use 
and give satisfactory results in many important problems. 
But in those applications which require a knowledge of the 
details of damper- winding operation the complete equivalent 
circuits are indi spensi ble. Rankin oo ns equently derived more 
complete and exact equivalent circuits, primarily for use on A.C. 
-47- 
network analyzers. 
6. 4. RANKIN' S EQ.UIVAT I NT CIRCUITS 
Rankin's equivalent circuits were developed directly from 
the operational equations of the synchronous machine by noting 
the physical relations which exist between the various impedances. 
Now consider the D -axis circuit only.. The generalized per - 
unit equations are as follows: - 
4t/ 
= Z i Zed f ztid.rd =d Zoe f .... 
fd = 2Chie Z,, t Zfrd Zi r f If =d 1 =d t .... . 
-4d 4'difd tZ,i,Zd t 2- 20, Zzd 74 
gz d = Z2,d l fd 741;142;d 14 1.4( f .. . 
Efd effie lfd Zi,F -f . 
Eid = A ./Q, K3 T f i` /9,id :a, 7` ./e7,00 1.240 14 




If all the rotor -circuit voltages are zero, the foregoing 
equations reduce to:- 
d =14fdZ1d tA2C2 /al ziar P`int.,elzer .... - 
_ (8,che f 7)ZJd 
Zia d /id 






74, (4=d p 24, 
(6.24) 
* In actual analysers the residual resistance in inductive 
reactors is usually excessive fo the purpose intended. Rankin 
suggested advancing the phase -an le of the impedance components, 
so that resistance is represented by capacitors, and inductive 
reactance by resistors. 
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 inductive reactance. 
1;1 
R If'd f (rziad f 2i. ) T,d ,c (2; ui ` ==ar )--rz-c? 
- - - izad 'GQI ( 6.24a) 
It is evident from the above that and all the rotor 
currents are linear operational functions of tick . If , is 
assumed to have the vectorial form 'toe = 4tid+rE 4¡.Yr 
¿d 
then and the rotor currents must have -ipe vector forms: - 
14i = E 41'"r r _. _/VM E"" 1 _ d.. E '' c % 
The my notation is used because it is adaptable to different 
machine operating conditions. The At specifies the order of the 
harmonic when any are present, and the v is a generalized rotor - 
velocity term. For a synchronous operation at constant slip S , 
and with only fundamental currents flowing, Y is replaced by S , 
and At equals unity only and may be dropped. For :asynchronous 
single -phase operation, harmonics are present, and At. is needed 
to define the particular harmonic being studied, and Y' becomes 
equal to the rotor velocity. 
Substituting the vectorial forms of 
into the above equations, using only the 
the operational equations and cancelling 
the following equations:- 
' d Yd , -Zfd , aHc( 11'd 
steady - state solution of 
the exponentials, gives 
VA*? -2.1d ZIA« -7;00 r i f Zetzeí T :l .. 
Xd "4d.w 
( gAi 49N4' t/ ;;N 
f 6gfLQ f "'-),,, v' ) 1 a. 4 . . 
t (27Ar f IQra' ) ^ 
v ' 
_ fá.r 
f/ --pp- Pihr ^ Pr.A' ) - a¡fd ) f ,j 00 í/ Tar«. 
gi 
R24/ . 2 ,¡ d.., 
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"'=? ̀ ër:i>n"_::iär«ïr+a-.s-ec;.c . 
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The circuits above represent those of figs. 6.1 and 6.3 with 
all components di'víded by j. Typical components are shown. 
R /jrnv = capaaítíve reactance; X = resistance. 






Z1e{ 21 tad --4-04, d . (6.27a) 
The above can be applied to the subject problem by recognizing 
the physical relations which exist between the self- and mutual 
impedances of the various rotor circuits. 
Consider the nth additional rotor circuit. The reactance 
Xtikd is the sum of the reactance due to the airgap flux within 
the bars which form the nth additional rotor circuit, the 
reactance due to the leakage flux in the bar slots and the reac- 
tance due to the end -ring flux. 
gks.c{ _2g0 "d f g 6iIkd t ge itNd (6.28) 
The mutual reactance kd between the of additional rotor 
circuit and any outer additional `rotor circuit k is the sum of 
the reactance due to the airgap flux and the reactance due to the 
end -ring flux; the bar -slot flux is pure leakage. 
Like = 2C9k,d f g-eNkd i k P2. ) (6 .29 ) 
The mutual reactance between the net additional rotor circuit 
and any inner additional rotor circuit is obtainable from the 
inner -circuit reactances. This important rd ati on is a direct 
result of the reciprocal per -unit mutual impedances. 
The mutual reactance between the 01-th additional rotor circuit 
and the field -winding circuit depends only on the airgap flux of 
the ¡1thadditional rotor circuit, since the bar -slot flux and the 
end -ring flux are not mutual with the field -winding. These mutùal 
reactances are reciprocal, too. 
Concerning the resistance components, the resistance of the 
it-th additional rotor circuit is the sum of the bar and end -ring resistances of that circuit. 
Rif Nd t '\ !!het (6.3o) 
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FIG. 6.3. Quadroture -axis 
complete equivalent circuit 
for five' or six bars pet pole. 
R /mv = resistance ; jX = inductive reactance . 
of the tith circuit, since the bar resistance is not mutual with the 
kth circuit. 
RKkd = feeukd ( k .> n ) (6.31) 
The mutual resistance between the )t 'circuit and any inner - 
circuit is obtained from the inner- circuit resistances as these 
mutual impedances are reciprocal. 
There are no mutual resistances between the additional rotor 
circuits and the field -winding circuits since these circuits are 
coupled only magnetically. 
The direct -axis equivalent circuit can then be obtaire d as 
follows. The numbering of the damper -bar circuits proceeds out- 
ward from the polar axis. If a single bar lies directly on the 
axis, it should be hypothetically divided at its Centre line with 
the halves thus becoming bar 1 on each side of the polar axis. 
The end -ring impedance is correctly represented and is 
separated from the field- winding circuit by means of 1/ coupling 
transformers, Fig. 6.1. Fig. 6.2. shows the modification used for 
an actual equivalent-circuit set -up to avoid the resistance 
inherent in inductive reactor components. 
The quadrature -axis equivalent circuit is similar to the 
direct -axis one except that there is no field winding circuit. It 
is shown in Fig. 6.3, while Fig. 6.4 shows the more practicable 
equivalent circuit network for actual investigation. 
7. 1. 
CHAPTER VII 
CALCULATION OF SYNCHRONOUS IrA CEENE CONSTANTS 
GENERAL 
In the previous three chapters the various synchronous 
machine constants, their per (unit v i ees, the equivalent circuits, 
etc., have been discussed. Method sÁ for the calculation of these 
machine constants are now considered. Several methods of 
calculation Yn ve been given for these constants; Doherty and 
Shirley, Alger, and Kilgore derived formulae for armature leakage 
reactances; Linville, Kilgore, and Rankin derived expressions for 
nearly all the other constants. Rankin developed the most complete 
equivalent circuits and obtained systematic formulae for all the 
impedances appearing therein. Knowing these impedances, the 
transient and sub- transient reactances can be determined from the 
equivalent circuits. Rankin's equivalent circuits were introduced 
in the preceding chapter and his methods of calculation of the 
impedances are adopted here. Those constants not given in Rankin's 
paper °âre _ adöpted from.Alger. and Kilgore, Doherty and Shirley's 
leakage reactances are not so correctly expressed and have been 
superseded, while Linville's formulae are based on his own 
equivalent circuits, which are not so complete as Rankin's. 
. 2 . RANKIN' S METHOD 
Rankin's method of calculating the per -unit impedancesis 
first to determine the ampere -inch- second values and convert them 
to per -unit values by the conversion factors given in the preceding 
chapter, eq. (5.1)- (5.16). 
The á base is used for the selection of base rotor currents. 
Therefore unit field current Iddn iq that which will induce in 
each stator phase a voltage of Xad 0 . This base current has 
the advantage that it makes Iid numerically equal to Ztd and so 
avoids a distinction between these two quantities. The correspond- 
ing base- current ratio is given by 
i4,20 C Nfd (7.1) 
The unit current for the additional rotor circuits Zero is 
that which, when flowing in the additional rotor circuit of 100 
per cent pitch, will induce in each stator phase a voltage 4e-t , . 
A 100frper- cent -pitch. circuit is not usually present in modern 
synchronous machines, but it is convenient to use it as a base 
circuit since it has maximum effectiveness. The corresponding 
52 
base- current ratio is given by 
Ixsío 4- Ci, Lcft kd 12 
where Dd,X is the ratio of the 
component of flux density to the 
id excited by the Xth additional 
(7.2) 
maximum of the fundamental 
maximum density when the machine 
rotor circuit in the direct -axis. 
Base stator inductance Lao and fundamental flux per pole at 
rated voltage will be needed for the evaluation of the per -unit 
impedances. These quantities are expressed in the following in 
terms of machine dimensions. 
The maximum flux density of field at no load and rated 
voltage is:- 
(7.3) 
where 5 is the field ampere turns per pole for rated voltage 
and9 is the minimum effective gap. 
The maximum fundamental flux density is:- 
Z3,= 3. /1 --.C 
The flux per pole due to field is:- 




where Ro = armature radius 
= machine stacked length 
P = number of poles 
= flat- topped armature reaction at base 
stator current 







Or / /D8 
Lwo /0,87 
, / _ 4 
Z.A.o Trio /sue' e p 
/04' A 9 / / z 
/q. Ait red ` ki co h 
POLE-SHAPE COEFFICIENTS 
The calculation of synchronous machine impedances involves 
some pole -shape coefficients: Nom , APO , bd,ft , 79rk , C06 , 
, and /4 . These must be evaluated by flux plots 
if extreme accuracy is desired, since the actual màgnetic gap 
obviously cannot be represented exactly by any known mathematical 
expression. Alternatively the coefficients ma3T be evaluated by 
numerical integration of the gap Permeance, which is approximately 
expressed by formula in terms of the pole dimensions. The 
dimensions of the pole of a salient-pole machine is shcsrrn in Fig. 
7.1, where yd and y9 are measured in per unit of half the pole 
pitch (0.5 r) .%a' and 9' are the values of yA, and eq , 
respectively, to circuit Pt , measured from the corresponding 
direct- or quadrature -axis. 
7 3 
(7.7) 
p( = ratio of pole are to pole pitch. 
{ 
= ratio of maximum gap to minimum gap. 
The following equations were given by Rankin for the 
expression of the gap reluctance. These expressions give the gap 
length in per unit of the minimum gap 
9y = 9d ,;., 1442 he_ o <.ya < oC`L 
y= 9g .h 14e ne9; o ti ol7 < yd <- / 
94(= /(/o- i)('.-1-10( 12 
59 = .97 s:hZ( y" á " > 2 
97= /f (lo-/ )(á >s 
g _ -/ _ of I/14 ' (,y 
9 7 
ot7 - 3. S P 9-4J 




























































































































































































































































_yd # -Y9 = 1. O (7.15) 
3. (1) .Ddoti 
2 
The factor ( ) Ddoy is defined as that by which the 
maximum gap density must be multiplied to obtain the average 
density within the damper circuit of span 2yad with the machine 
excited by the damper circuit of that span in the direct axis. 
Flux per pole 
. I = 2j lrd /. /9 a/ 3. 9 ? bdoti __%ei o .99, 
... Delon yhd = 
7 3 , (2) _2j) o,r 
.y.r 
..9y °yd (7.16) 
? ) D The factor ( - qoh is analogous to ( ?. ) DQ,,ft , but 
refers to the quadrature axis:- 
y`'9 
4vq y"Q ! 2 o d_Y9 ` z _ 
w q 
.iy^ 6/ yd (7 1 7) o 
7. 3. (3) Ddt,T 
This is defined as the factor by which the maximum flux 
density must be multiplied to obtain the maximum of the fundamental 
component of flux density with the machine excited by the n e' 




c í3y fN, = 2 
o 
c¢ = Z yd fd Dd y 99. `9 
y,d 
y Co-e 1 .yd (Av. 
-55- 
(7.18) 
7. 3. (4) DQ , ti 
Dq,., is analogous to 1d/', , but in the quadrature 
axi s 
949 DQ/ ti = z. f 9y z yq d.yq 
ySiN Z yQ,dyQ/ 
(7.19) 
3. (5) Cd, 
Cd, is defined as the factor by which the maximum flux 
density must be multiplied to obtain the maximum of the fundámental 
component of flux density with the machine excited by a sine - 




//q : 3. uti=2f z.y.y- ,, G -y9,, , 
Cd, 
2 
yd _ Z .9s'-z yd 
(7.20) 
Kilgore derived an approximate expression for a coefficient 
, which is the ratio of Cd, to C, , so that if C, is known, 
C44 , can be found from it and the expression for 6.. This 
expression is much simpler than i ankin's expression for Cd, , and 
as pointed out by Kilgore it checks nuite satisfactorily with the 
value of co, obtained from Wieseman's curves. The expression 
for C,,, is:- 
Ca, _ 
o( 7r 14 Sia Q( n 
4- s;#1 a7 
where of is the pole embrace. 
Cot was plotted against of by Kilgore and is reproduced 
here in Fig. 7.2. 
- 56 - 
7. 3 (6) Celt 
q, is analogous to Of but in the quadrature axis, 
Celt = 2f 
/s9, 
yQ 0(953, 
= 2fyy ,:4Z zyy v (7.21) 
Kilgore also derived an approximate expression for Cg, which 
*Cie / S:hG'7T 
Cq, 
A curve for Cq, was also platted agairs t of and is 
reproduced in Fig. 7.2. 
.3. (7) cl 
c, is defined as the factor by which the maximum flux 
density must be multiplied to obtain the peak of the fundamental 
component of flux density with the machine excited by the direct - 
axis field winding. 
is:- 
The field winding links only the flux which enters the pole, 
and its effective span or pitch is accordingly somewhat less than 
100 per cent. However, the effective span is greater than the 
physical pole art, because the field windihg links the flux which 
enters the side of the pole tip. Rankin showed that relatively 
little error is introduced by assuming that is given by 
Ddt 
a 
for ykd = 1.00. 
3. (8) Ki4 
K¢ is the factor by which the total fundamental flux per 
pole must be multiplied to obtain the total flux per pole, with the 
machine excited by the direct -axis field winding. 
By means of the assumption that the field winding circuit is 
equivalent to a damper -winding circuit of 100 per cent pitch, K'ls 
can be evaluated in terms of Ddcw and Af,y , for s%d = 1.00. 
Total flux per pole = 2 Of 
Fundamental flux per pole = 
3. z ) 
.9 
diti 
i<, _ do ti 
1 Age( ti =,o 
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(7.22) 
7. 3. (9) 
Wieseman presented curves, based on actual flux plots, for the 
Quantities CI, , CQ, , C, , and / . The curves for Cd, , 4 , and C, were reproduced in C apter III, and the curves 
for ¿ are given here in Fig. 7.3. Rankin showed a duite close 
agreement between numerical values of these four cuantities 
obtained by numerical integration given above and the corresponding 
value obtained from Wieseman's curves for a typical pole configura- 
tion. This agreement .may warrant the use of the integral express- 
ions for the pole -shape coefficients Doe,/ , 0/04/ , Ì>df" , and 
Ap,1 until corrected values can be obtaim d m m actual flux 
plots. . 
The integral expressions for Cd, , Cq, , C, , and 
therefore serve as a check for the reliability of the expressions 
for bdoh, bqo, , bd,w , and Dgin . In calculation of impedances, 
the values of 616 , nt, , C, , and I17; are to be taken from 
Wieseman's curves, as they are the most satisfactory; while for 
the values Ddon , Zqo,, , Da«, , and 21q,,, , the integral 
expressions are resorted to, as no actual flux plots are available. 
7, 4. IMPEDANCES OF .DIRECT-AXIS CIRCUITS 
7, 4. (1) Xad , Xt , and xd 
The stator synchronous reactance ..td can be obtained by 
- separating it into the components Xqd and (Xee - 1; , ) or XL 
The former is the reactance of armature reaction, and the latter is 
the leakage reactance. 
At the instant when the resulting armature m.m.f. wave is in 
the direct axis, the fundamental flux per pole will be as follows:- 
l-akcla 4lk r per pole 
= 3. /9 S- Cd, 
zrt J 
23) 9 7 
(kfkdl) f, 
Lad - / ' do 




ad 4 4 4.r 
,q 
L40 C, (7.25) 
...9 
Let the specific permeance ( /1) be defined as the effective 
- 58 - 
flux per pole per inch of core length produced by unit ampere 
turns per pole. Then according to Kilgore, the specific permeance 
for armatures leakage reactance can be separated into three parts 
Ai 2 A. e 3 and A6. 
where .íU,,_ specific permeance for the slot tooth -tip and 
zigzag leakage combined, 
/1e= specific permeance for the end- winding leakage 
reactance, and 
A5,- specific permeance for the belt leakage reactance. 
Then by the definition of specific permeance, the total 
armature leakage inductance is 
/.S" (kfr lyd K /.Q (`t/*/C 7d87/\; 14 /le f /108) 
6 x /o (*k)21/ (k .. Ae ` A e ) 
e / /4y e ( . f /le 7z Aa La, 3.ig 6,p ti 




= (k kd ) ,e a ' (t 74,ie - /lQ ) 
7l (0 9 /2,76 7.28) 
Xd = Xad z1 
< 
(7.29) y /276 ' I cd, 




/tZ = ex 3 
s t f d.2 ta -D% 6 (7.50) 
for a two -layer winding three phase machine, 
where A,, 42., 
- 59 - 
CJs , Óe are dimensions of the slot and are shown in the 
Fig. 7.4. 
Here = slots per phase per pole, 
= actual gap in pole centre. 
k ex = 
fp kifz 
ltx = Z cese 3 ) (7.31) 
f -K 
at 3 pitch, K being any integer. 
The value of %X was plotted by Alger and is reproduced here 
as Fig. 7.5; the value of Cx was plotted by KilP :ore and is 
reprodu ed here as Fig. 7.o. 
A8 = O (negligible) for 3 phase machine 
/le= ( Z Pe, f ) 
(7.32) 
(7.33) 
where 4= extension of bent section of end -winding, 
le= length of straight sect? on of end -winding. 
(fie and 4, are shown in Fig. 7.7. 
7. 4. (2) FIELD-WINDING REACTANCE, g}d 
With a current of one ampere flowing in the field winding, the 
flux per pole due to airgap flux is given by the following ,I 
equation: - 
Flux per pole = 3./ M ' Z z tllPa o 
.9 ? (7.34) 
2 
where 7 Co is the ratio of average flux densi ty to the maximum flux density. 
Liht, = lz 76 X /o 
-eP ka.P Z (7.35) 
Let i6 = specific permeance for the pole -body leakage, and 
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FIG, 7.4, Dimensions a slot 
;or two -layer winding, 
1 4i lei ez 
FIG.7.7. Dimensions 
of end - winding. 




Then the inductance in henrys of the field -winding circuit 
of 7 poles due to the pole -tip and pole -body flux is given by 
the fil lowing equation. 
LHd. = fo JI/1e /? < 6 At (7.36) 






l(/1 f ll , /2. / b 1 , 
fo -84q.,2 ?,P 
f 
-4 ß-i6 + -it F 1 
3 L ilk. z Z#4, 
175tol = 
i f 
The specific permeances A4 and At are difficult to evaluate 
and depend considerably upon the individual characteristics of a 
machine. 
Kilgore derived formulae of )6 and ,t for a given pole 
shape, Fig. 7.8. 
Let r = pole pitch on rotor diameter 
= rotor diameter 
(7.37) 
(7.33 ) 
Then, as derived by Kilgore, 
/q <4* 9 o. oS'S ri"r l <r -6> A6 - 
/o 
Xi, t 3 ti.ft 1 o.i t).-; 
J244_o.1-4ì , 6p 





7 4 (3) MUTUAL REACTANCE l£ T'i7EEN STATOR AND FIELD -WINDING, ZQ /d 
The fundamental flux per pole per ampere field- winding 
current is obtained as follows:- 
Fundament al flux per pole 
= 3 /vßæ 
_9 
z Z it- A'2a . 
71- P, (7.41) 
If sinusoidal distribution of the armature winding rs 
assumed, the corresponding mutual inductance in henrys is given 
as follows:- 
-rP /Ì/',oa( LQ _ 9 xlU c,, 4 R mkd K. 
LG .cld ' s 
GQ o i 
(7.42) 
4 Çs, A k, A G (7.43) 9 
7. 4. (4) ADDITIONAL- ROTOR - CIRCUIT REACTANCE FOR YL t-h CIRCUIT, 25~/ 
With one ampere in the kl.t1 additional rotor circuit, the 
average flux density in the airgap within the th.rs which bound 
the H.tti circuit is:- 
/J ay. = 3. / ? 2 464, 9 71 (7.44) 
The corresponding inductance in henrys for the entire circuit 
of P, poles is:- 
Ly..tid = / z. 6 X 7 (49 dok .yd (7.45) 
The inductance due to the bar -slot leakage flux is:- 
L6knd -ó dr -b v . 625 ,' ^ 6.3 X/v e (w 
- 02 - 
(7.46). 
for open round slots. For rectangular slots, the factor 0.625 
within the bracket. should be replaced by (0.333 dsr /Wsr ) : for 
elosed slots,-the bracketed expression should be replaced by test 
or estimated values of the slot permeance. The dimensions of the 
slots are shown in Fig. 7.8. 
The inductance due to the end -ring leakage flux can be 
approximated by considering the end rings as two wires of a 
single -phase transmission line with a distance between centres of 
De and an (effective) cross- sectional radius of /'e . This 
inductance is given by the following equation. 
L ekhd = o. Soá X /o /", .ieKd (ç Z ZA2 / J 
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. 4.. (5) MUTUAL REACTANCE BETWEEN STATOR AND nth ADDITIONAL ROTOR 
CIRCUIT, ICel4d 
With one ampere flowing in the N-fh additional rotor circuit, 
the maximum value of the fundamental component of flux density is 
given as follows:- 
3. /9 
8.ßu d = liar, (7.52) 
The mutual inductance in henrys between the stator and the 
additional rotor circuit is then:- 
_ /2.76 X /0 
_8 R. P 
- 63 - 
(7.53) 
gnarl (Tr- 
7 .x / y Ci Da x (7.54) 
Note that 44d becomes numerically equal to )(ad for 
the Xtk (100% pitch) additional rotor circuit. 
7. 4, (6) MUTUAL REACTANCE BETWEEN ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUITS 
gh kd k K 
As discussed in the preceding chapter, the mutual reactance 
between additional rotor circuits is equal to the airgap and 
ending reactances of the inner circuit. 
L Kkd = Lyokd 
g.trcd = g9tiNd f leKHO/ 
(7.55) 
(7.56) 
7, 4, (7) MUTUAL REACTANCE BETWEEN FIELD- jINDING CIRCUIT AND pith 
ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUIT, Z,,,d 
The mutual inductance LAI/ between the field -winding 
circuit and the ittk additional rotor circuit is OdLykwd 
since the flux which defines the latter inductance is mutual 
with the field circuit. 
L id = Mod Ly ., k / = Z. 76 x/o'8 "4doh ykd efd (7.57) 
.Etrd ( - drz ad d r 
7. 4. (8) STATOR RESISTANCE, I i 
The per -unit value is %a ° I, 
7. 4. (9) FIELD-WINDING CIRCUIT RESISTANCE, RAJ 
(7.58) 
(7.59) 
The per -unit value is 
Rid 
/0 8 4 cdf 
)i s 
A /pid (7.60) Alf' ` C. /
4. (10) RESISTANCE OF THE ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUIT, Rota 
6 ß6y 
R6issid = 7 X /o Q6a 
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(7.61) 
Aire g a = 3. 3 3 X/o (7.62) 
QQ.d 
R mtid 6 7 X ¡° -6 R ` hi' f 2 jQ'd abs, aQkd (7.63) 
¡ o CF. ¢ -C'ar, ) 2 ,q /Ckyd - w Pr 7 Dai,x l _? d (7.64) 
7, 4. (11) MUTUAL RESISTAME BETWEEN ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUITS, --7;77-T-.47;74--) 
The mutual resistance between thet-tth additional rotor 
circuit and any outer rotor circuit k is the end -ring resistance 
of the K-tk additional rotor circuit. 
/Qki kd - Res,/td 3 ,R- es. O -6 Aker / Lt .., 
(c.6' 
4 ) 1 
A / - d. cd ( skd r,X f 
7, 5. IMPEDANCES OF QUADRATURE-AUS CIRCUITS 
(7.65) 
( 7.66 ) 
The currents in the additional rotor circuits in the 
quadrature -axis are expressed in per -unit of Jxi. which is the 
base current of the direct -axis additional rotor circuits. This 
base is adopted so that the per -unit currents in the direct- and 
quadrature -axis additional rotor circuits may be added directly. 
Therefore the per -unit quadrature -axis impedances are obtained by 
substituting q for d in the corresponding ch rect -axis ampere - 
inch- second impedance formula, and converting the result into a. 
per -unit value based on the base -current ratio (7.2) . 
7. 5. (1) xaq AND X1 
xR is evaluated by separating it into the twp components A4 
and ( X - Xag ) or Xt , analogously to the method used in the 
evaluation of Xd . ( ; ) is taken as independent of the 
rotor position and is equal to ( xd -t d ) . 
X = 4Ç,4 = 4 
Ci Cd, 
X (7.67) 
- xQ Xd - x-A.ce (7.68) 
.= 
x4.41 f X1 (7.69) 
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5, (2) th ADDITIONAL' ROT OR- CIRCUIT REACTANCE, Xhn9 
( g Cd, 2 4 D9" Di.xJ F C, 4yq 
góy, - o.s¢ CQi 9 7 Dd.x 
-94tq 
)1f ?9 , te 4 , d- r 740. 62 ,-/ 
(7.70) 
(7.71) 
=o.o(¢ ,9zs1 hp T !% rQ 7 e i7C .S 
( 7 .7 2 ) 
i`JNQ - 279wh9 .74 A3"6Nkq 74 4 eKkl (7.73) 
, 5, (3) MUTUAL REACTANCE BETWEEN STATOR AND it fit ADDITIONAL ROTOR 
CIRCUIT, Xwaq 
=g C,)A T>Q. 
?% tpda Ci 
7CQd 
(7.74) 
7, 5. (4) MUTUAL REACTANCE BETWEEN ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUITS, 
gkkq ( 1cß.2) 
ga _ Z:94e n9 t 2-42 411 
(7.75) 
7. 5. (5) RESISTANCE OF t fit ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUIT, 494,9 
_6 ek 1 
/. <7 *7° 
( ,64 9 
hs,q Gc bti ae4q 
8 
/y, -_ /0 ¢ ) 4 l a.r g ( 7 77 ) 9 7T Pei/ix / 11 
5. (6) MUTUAL RESISTANCE BETWEEN ADDITIONAL ROTOR CIRCUITS, 
/fit kq ( 
(7.76) 
-- ,l%Qq 
Roi k9 = R eHhg _ 3. 3 3 .r/o 
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1249 (7.78) 
/08* cam, 2 A 
R" kg 4, P, ( 71' Ddx f Rtik9 (7. 79 ) 
7. 6. TRANSIENT AND SUB -TRANS I:i T REACTANCES 
The transient reactance can be found from the equivalent 
circuits or the operational impedances by neglecting the 
additional rotor circuits. 
It was found in the preceding chapter that 
xd 
f _ xd .g (7.80 ) 
As there is no field- winding circuit in the quadrature -axis 
; ' x9 (7.81) 
The sub -transient reactances are equal to the operational 
impedances when t = o , or A aG 
xd ¡'' x ( /b ) fr OG Xd ( ° / 
ft>A_ - k-ç (o) 
(7.82) 
(7.83) 
They are also equal to the resultant reactance of the whole 
direct-axis or' quadrature -axis equivalent circuit respectively when 
all the resistances are equal to zero. So their numerical values 
can be more easily computed from the equivalent circuits than from 
the operational functions which are very cmmplic ated for mare than 
two rotor circuits in each axis. 
7. 7. NEGATIVE- AND ZERO-PHASE-SEQUENCE REACTANCE 
As given in Chapter IV 
xd f x9' X,- 2 
is the nr gative phase- sequence reactance for a sine -wave current 
and is defined as the negative phase -sequence reactance of a 
machine. The negative phase- sequence reactance for a sine -wave 
Z xar` X 
ta 
'nc 
e for a line -to -line short circuit is 
/ Xd' f Xy " , while the negative 4eence reac 
Zd X4 
The zero phase -sequence inductance is 
-â 





The zero -phase -sequence reactance is 
Xo - 3. q 5 c, RQ (7.86 ) Loo 
where /1:0, 480 and Ae are specific permeances. 
A¢ was given above, while Jib and /1e0 were derived by 
Kilgore and are as follows:- 
/12,,--1./1-(k-te 
(2 o (¡,/ 
22 S 
4 3 
Lx kp Q ( !L (7.87) 
where i was given in 7.4, and %xo is a coefficient for zero 
phase -sequence reactance and given in Fig. 7.4. 
kxo L 0 ' ¡ d, o, (P. , _ > o S f - - (7.88) x r á 
where = pitch of damper bars 
A6 = depth of damper bar 
W = width of damps r bar 
and the other dimensions were given above. 
For a machine without damper bars, 
(k 
ó.67 ( alt 4'4 
8o kx .8 (7 9) 
7. 8. TIME CONSTANTS 
As given by eq. (4.15), the open- circuit field (transient) 
time constant is 
7d = gifa' in seconds or 4,4144( H rad%aKs (7.90) 
2 r f Rf.led 
where Rwof is the field resistance at 75°O. 
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field 
The unsaturated value of the short- circuit4(transient) 
,4 time constant is 
Td, xd (T')Tdo' - d (7.91) 
which was shown in 4.10 where saturation was neglected. 
Tests show that a good approximation to the saturated value 
may be obtained by assuming the field (transient) time constant 
to be reduced by the same factor as the transient reactance. 
Therefore 
d/ //aft = X /do  (7.92) 
The sub -transient time constants.are much more difficult to 
calculate, especially when there are nany additional rotor circuits. 
In reality each additional rotor circuit has its own time constant. 
But as the time cors tarets of the additional rotor circuits in each 
axis do not differ much, it is well approximated to assume there 
is only one time constant for all the additional rotor circuits in 
each axis, which is teemed the sub- transient time constant. Is 
the field time constant, the sub- transient time constant has two 
values: the open- circuit and the short -circuit sub -transient time 
constant, according as the armature is open- or short -circuited. 
Waring and Crary (40) showed that the short -circuit time 
constants can be found by impressing -Pohl and-401 across the 
terminals and solving from the ope _ational equations; and that the 
open -circuit time constants can be similarly found by impressing 
1 and -.41 . In most machines, the field or transient time 
constants are usually so many times as big as the sub -transient 
time constants that the transient time constant may be assumed to 
be infinity when._: calculating the sub- transient time constant and 
the sub -transient time constant to be zero in calculating the 
transient time constant without introducing much error. The 
armature resistance is also assumed to be zero. These assumptions 
greatly simplify the calculation. 
For the case of one additional rotor circuit in each axis, 
Waring and Crary derived approximate formulae for the open- circuit 
and short -circuit sub -transient time constants. 
4rfid 
.i gi.d $fd 
Tdo -= 
\!,d Slid 
xd geed - S4fd 
(7.93) 
Rita' (7.94) 
T_ ,9 4 0 R? 
T 
.- r X. 4,(9, gii 
9 xq R117 
It is seen from the above equations that 
T x Tee " , ) xd 
ICer 
,. 





The armature time constant was given in equation (4.20) . 
per -unit value (in radians ) it is equal to 
where r is the 01.c. armature resistance at 75 °C. 
(7.99) 
CHAPTER VIII 
TEST METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MACHINE CONSTANTS 
8. 1. UNSATURATED AND SATURATED VALUES 
Since machine coefficients are affected by saturation and 
other practical considerations, they are not strictly "constants ". 
But in practice it is sufficient and convenient to treat them as 
such. The values of direct -axis and quadrature -axis synchronous 
reactances are to be understood as the "unsaturated" values. The 
values of direct -axis transient and sub -transient reactances and 
short -circuit time constants are understood as those values. 
effective for a dead three -phase short circuit, from rated voltage 
at no load, these being termed "saturated" values for convenience. 
The values of the negative phase -sequence reactance is understood 
as that value effective when negative phase- sequence fundamental 
current is circulated, the magnitude of the current being that of 
the negative phase -sequence current obtaining on a line -to -line 
short circuit, from rated voltage at no load, this being termed 
"saturated" value. Since saturation effects for zero phase - 
sequence currents in the range usually encountered are not large, 
the zero -phase- sequence reactance is taken as that value effective 
when zero -phase- sequence fundamental current equal to rated 
current is circulated, this being termed "rated- current" value or 
"unsaturated" value. 
8. 2. SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCES 
8. 2. (1) Xd from S.C.C. and airgap line 
7xa can be determined from the S.C.C., which gives the 
sustained shcr t- circuit current relation to field current. The 
field current corresponding to full -load armature current on the 
S.C.C., divided by the field current corresponding to normal 
voltage on the airgap line, is equal to in its per unit value. 
8. 2. (2) X44 and Xq from slip test 
The na chine is driven at a speed slightly different from the 
synchronous value and a balanced set of voltages is applied to the 
armature with the field circuit open. The armature current taken 
by the machine will undergo periodic changes in value at the 
frequency of the slip. The current will be at its minimum or its 
maximum according as the polar axis or the interpolar axis coincide, 
with the coil axis. The ratio of the maximum phase voltage to the 
minimum armature phase current gives the Xd, and that of the 
minimum phase voltage to the maximum arm:_:ture current the . 
8. 2. (3) X4 by larg motor method 
The na chine mechanically coupled in electrical quadrature to 
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a relatively very large synchronous motor ánd connected to the 
motor line is operated unexcited. The large motor is adjusted to 
nearly zero power factor, which is possible because of the 
relatively very small load. Then the large -motor armature current 
is nearly pure direct -axis component and the armature current 
in the tested machine is nearly pure quadrature -axis component 
because of its quadrature position with respect to the large 
motor. Since there is no excitation voltage in the tested machine, 
the ratio of the applied armature voltage to the corresponding- 
armature current is the X4. 
6. 2. (4) / and ,Yq FROM STATIC REACTANCES BY LOCKED LINE -TO -LINE 
TEST 
It was shown in Chapter IV that the subtransient reactances 
are equal to one half the line -to -line static reactances,i.e., 
a 
= Xsd 
Xq '' = Zsq 
With no additional rotor circuits (or with the additional 
rotor circuits opened or removed) and with:, the field circuit open, 
and a line -to -line voltage applied to the machine, the ratio of the 
armature voltage to the armature current will vary cyclically 
from a maximum when the rotor is cü. rectly under the centre of the 
two phases considered as a single phase, to minimum when the 
rotor is in quadrature thereto. Then half these ratios are the 
and X respectively. 
The value of Xd determined from (8.2.1.) is always the 
unsaturated value and those values of ,Cd and 4 determined from 
(8.2.2 -4), if the applied phase voltages are relatively low, and 
the armature currents are of the magnitude of the order of rated 
current, are also unsaturated values, as required. 
8. 3. ARMATURE LEAKAGE REACTANCE 
-XL can be estimated by subtracting the calculated armature - 
reaction reactance from the test value of synchronous reactance. 
1 
.7x:41 (tested) - Xad (calculated) 
--.79 (tested) - x (calculated) 
It is possible to measure the total leakage reactance of a 
synchronous machine at standstill just as for an induction machine. 
It is also possible to measure it with the rotor removed and to 
determine the leakage reactance as the difference between the 
total and the calculated reactance due to the fundamental of the 
flux produced in the air core. It is also possible to insert 
explósing coils on the armature surface and by their means measure 
-72- 
the net flux existing during, a short circuit test, which gives a 
measure of the leakage reactance. 
All these methods are inaccurate. Comparatively the first 
method is the most straightforward, provided that adequate data 
are to hand. Clearly the calculated ;4:44 and,X4,7 must be reliable. 
8. 4. TRANSIENT AND SUB -TRANSIENT REACTANCES 
8. 4. (1) Xd' and xl' BY DEAD THREE -PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT TEST FROM 
RATED VOLTAGE AT NO LOAD 
From the oscillogram of armature phase currents of a dead 
three -phase short cirduit fiom rated voltage at no load can be 
found the asymmetrical component curves of the three phase- 
currents. 
The factor for the asymmetrical component tames the distance 
from the mid -point curve to the zero current line at any instant 
converts this distance to per unit current. It equals the anperes 
per unit distante of deflection divided by the rated r.m.s. 
value of current. 
These curves are plotted for asymmetrical components on a 
semi -log paper. Since the asymmetrical component curreats are 
exponential curves or nearly so, they appear as straight lines 
on the semi -log graph. By extrapolation to the zero time line 
their initial values can be obtained. These curves are roughlÿ 
shown in Fig. 8.1. 
The distances Oa , a-b , and oc in the above figure are the 
logarithms of the initial values of the asymmetrical components 
of the three phase currents. The maximum asymmetrical component 
on can be found by laying pa. , ab , and OC at 60° with each 
other and drawing perpendiculars bic. , 6m,t , and ctn. from the 
three points GL , b , and G respectively. Theoretically the 
three perpendiuulars should intersect at one point i+-t . But in 
practice they rarely do, and usually there is a small triangular 
residual, the centre of which is taken as the point H/. 4 See 
Fig. 8.2. 
Then the sub-transient current 
. O Ht 
ti - 
and 
Nett the symmetrical component curve is plotted. The factor 
for the symmetrical component times the distance between envelopes 
cóverts this distance to per unit r.m.s. current. It equals 
24- or 0/354 times the asymmetrical component factor. 
The symmetrical curve is shown in Fig. 8.3. 
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By plotting 454:', the difference of the transient current 
and the su9tained current £ , on a semi -log paper, the initial 
value (.6. )p can be obtained, Fig. 8.4. 
Then Xd _ 1.00 /.o0 
Xd" and Xi' obtained from this test are the saturated values 
as required. 
8. 4. (2) X,/, , x/, and ]Cg" FROM STATIC REACTANCES BY LOCKED 
LINT: -TO -LINE TEST 
If there are no additional rotor circuits, or the additional 
rotor circuits can be open.or removed, and with the field short - 
circuited, then half the static reactances measured are the 
transient reactances. Since in a salient -pole machine there is 
no field winding in the quadrature,.axis, the quadrature axis 
transient reactance is equal to -the ouadrature -axis synchronous 
reactance. 
If all the additional rotor circuits as well as the field 
circuit are short -circuited, then half the measured static 
reactances will be the sun- transient reactances. 
Since in this test the current is usually of the order of 
rated current, tne reactances obtained are the unsaturated values. 
To change unsaturated values of transient and sub -transient 
reactances into saturated values, we either multiply them by a 
factor equal to the ratio of field amperes at rated voltage on -. 
the airgap line to field amperes at rated voltage on o.c.c., which 
ratio is simply the reciprocal of the product of Xd and the 
short -circuit -ratio; or by the empirical factor 0.88 
8. 4 ( 3 ) xdi FROM TIME- COILSTANTS 
Xd' can be found from the time constants of the decay of 
field voltage and current respectively with tne armature open- 




. xd /= xd = o. áó Tdo xd 
8. 4. (4) 1Cd" and :X:1" BY TRACY AND TICE'S METHOD 
Tracy and Tice (51) proposed a method of measuring the sub-. 
transient impedances of a synchronous machine by impressing three - 
phase voltages on the machine at standstill. This method has 
the advantages that it does not involve the taking of oscillograms 
and the consequent uncertainty in their analyses, nor does it 
require that the rotor of the machine under test be set in certain 
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definite positions. Moreover, as three - phase, rather than single - 
phase voltages are impressed, the measurewW tts are made under 
conditions more nearly simülatin; those o. normal operation. 
This method consists of making two tests on the machine at 
standstill with the rotor in any position whatsoever. 
Test I. The connection diagram for this test is shoran in 
Fig. 8.5. With the field structure blocked in any position what- 
soever and the field short -circuited, three -phase voltages are 
applied to the stator terminals, these voltages being of such a 
magnitude that approximately rated current flows in the stator. 
Measurements are made of the three line -to -line voltages 46 , 
ebc , and ec4. , the three line currents 44, , tib , and 
¿, , and four single -phase watt meter readings W(kb) , , 
WycbC) , and Wb(b4) , where the first subscript in each case 
shows the line in which the current coil is connected, and the 
following pair of subscripts shows the lines between which the 
potential coil is connected. 
Test II. With the rotor in the same position as in Test I, 
a single -phase alternating voltage of rated frequency and of 
approximately the same magnitude as the rated 01.c. field voltage 
is impressed on the field terminals (see Fig. 8.6). The open - 
circuit terminal voltages eQb , et, , and eta. are read. 
From Test I, by the nE thod of symmetrical components, e, 
e2 , 4, , and 1.= can be obtained, 
where e,. the positive phase -sequence component of the voltage 
from line to neutral in phase a, 
e.= the negative phase -sequence component of the voltage 
from line to neutral in phase a. , 
-c,= the positive phase -sequence component of the current 
in line a , and 
the negative phase -sequence component of the current 
in line a, . 
From Test II and a set of curves given in Tracy and Tice's 
paper, the angle 6 by which the direct axis leads the axis of 
phase a. can be obtained. 
are 
Then as shown by Tracy and Tice, the sub -transient impedances 
°t 4 , s /2 B 
Z.._ .Q, e L. 
.ì i ¡2 
If the resistance is small and neglected, the sub -transient 
._.. :}.,.x9! T'."..._...........v 
reactances are then equal to the sub -transient impedances. 
8, 5. NEGATIVE PHASE-SEQUENCE REACTANCE 
5 . (1) ATM SUB-TRANSIENT REACTANCES 
As shown in Chapter IV 
Xq i 
Xz 
5. (2) FROM SUSTAINED LINE -TO -LINE Salt T CIRCUIT TEST 
ATEE IIiETHOD 
In a line -to -line short circuit, the current 41, and the 
voltage across the open phase eu are known to be 
. ,/3 e 
,Lb J Zt 
e Zs 
where e = génerated voltage of phase et . See Fig. 8.5. 




If P2 = power measured using and 4-6 , 
2 = 
eaó p . 
If PZ = e tib , which means a negligible resistance 
component, 
e4g x = 
VT tib 
As shown by Thomas, the measured value of %: by this method 
is (Xd" + Xq" )/2, not the negative phase - sequence reactance at 
the operating condition, ,/Zd "Xq" , because the measured values of 
ea,b and tib are the effective values instead of the fundamentals. 
8.6. ZERO- PHASE- SEQ,UEN: E REACTANCE 
8.6. (1) FROM LOCKED ZERO- PHASE - SEQUENCE REACTANCE TEST 
As 
, 
is little affected by whether the rotor is running 
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or at standstill, it can be obtained from locked zero- phase- 
sequence reactance tests. With the field winding closed on itself 
and the rotor at standstill, single-phase voltage is applied to the 
three -phase. The ratio of voltage to current is X, . 
6. (2) FROM SUSTAINED DOUBLE LITE -TO- NEUTRAL SHORT CIRCUIT TEST 
With a double line -to- neutral shcaat circuit on phases b and c 
at the machine terminals, the voltage on the opan phase is:- 
2a- 32021e 2 2, -f 2e, 2, f 2, 2, 
and the neutral current is :- 
/J 
.3 
= x: 0 = 
Zog, Z2.a 
Thus Zo _ -_ 
and v = 
tix 
2,22 
8. 7. TIT; , CONSTINTS 
8. 7. (1) ARMATURE TIME CONSTANT 
Ta . is taken as the time in seconds for the asymmetrical 
current in that phase of the two largest 050mponents which has 
initially the most gradual slope to decrease to 0.368 of its - 
initial value. 
T, can also be obtained by circulating d.c. in two (or three) 
phases by applying d.c. voltage between t o terminals (or between 
two terminals tied together and the third). The rotor is driven 
at rated speed. Then when the terminals are short- circuited, T. 
is the time for the current to decay to 0.368 of its initial value. 
Ta, can be obtained from the armature resistance and the 
negative phase- sequence reactance. 
T = x2 
2 7r i 
where / . is the d.c. phase resistance at 75 °C. 
8. 7. (2) DIRECT-AXIS ROTOR CIRCUITS TIME CONSTANTS 
Td,' can be determined from an open -circuit field decrement 
test. With the machine running at about one -hr:lf rated voltage 
at no load, the field winding is suddenly short-circuited on 
itself and the armature voltage and field current recorded by 
oscillograph. Tdo' is then obtaira d from the semi -log plot of 
armature voltage. 
Td4'can be determined from a short -circuit field decrement 
n n 
test. With a sustained three- phase shott- circuit at the machine 
terminals and a fraction (about half) of rated current flowing, 
the field winding is suddenly short -circuited on itself, and an 
oscillographic record made of armature and field currents, the 
latter being recorded because it normally has a sudden initial 
change which helps in fixing zero time. A semi -log plot of 
armature current then gives Tda' 
Ta' is approximately equal to 0.88 Td«'. 
Tdi may also be determined from the semi -log plot of the ax, 
component of armature current of a dead three -phase short circuit 
from rated voltage at no load. 
Td' may also be determina d from Td,' and transient reactance 
Aar 
Td - Ta, 
Tao" can be obtained from a modification of the slip test 
with the field winding closed On itself; the rotor is magnetized 
in the d -axis, the applied voltage si ddenly discnnnected, and the 
terminal voltage recorded by oscillograph. From a semi -log plot 
of voltage, the slowly decaying component is determined; the 
difference between the total voltage and the slowly decaying 
component is plotted on semi -log paper and the time constant of 
the fitted exponential is Tdo" . 
Td" can be determined from the semi -log plot of 44- compon- 
ent of armature current of a dead three -phase short circuit from 
rated voltage at no load. 
Td" can also be obtained from Tdo" and sub -transient 
reactance. 
/i 
Td - z d X ' 7-do 
. 7. (3) QUADRATURE-AXIS R02Ú R CIRCUITS TIME-CONSTANTS 
As there is no field winding in the quadrature axis, there 
are no values representing T90' , T7,' and T7' . 
Tqo" can be determined from the large rotor method for the 
determination of . The applied voltage is suddenly disconnected 
and the terminal voltage recorded by oscillograph. The semi -log 
plot of the terminal voltage gives T90" . 
., xq 
T9 - qo 
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CHAPTER IX 
TuiACI-ilNni; CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE 
GENIMAL 
In the foregoing the "constants"of a salient -pole synchronous 
machine have been discussed in detail and the methods of their 
determination either by calculation or by test have been given. 
The machine characteristics and performance depend in general upon 
these constants and can be expressed in terms of them. In this 
chapter equations for the most important machine performance are 
furnished. 
While many authors have studied aspects of performance and . 
derived formulae for their expression mostly from the physical 
point of view, Park studied the machine by means of Heaviside's 
operational calculus and analyzed the machine performance on a 
basis of the fundamental equations derived by the mathematical 
method from flux linkage equations. While Park's analysis is 
rigid and exact and can be applied to any kind of machine 
performance, its derivation is rather complicated and cumbersome 
Park's general method and fundamental equations are given in the 
following, and for the most important machine performance the 
derivation o.f formulae by other authors from the physical point 
of view is also reproduced. 
. 2. PARK' S OPERATIO= YETHOD OF AIvALYSIS 
The flux linkages formulae for an ideal synchronous machine 
ere derived by Park and are as follows:- 
. 
co-r-0 - xap 1:7 444:- B - 3° ( -f ,c; -r4 
.xQ. 
1 
c ó f 
4- 2 
- Xd_ l,t a cog 20 f cere (261 ) -74 ,Go ca¢ (219 f f 
.3 
546 = Xa a! ? Ar e,re (d - 3 ) -x, Z9 .s,:, (6 - 
(9.1) 
3' (-14 " cf-".Q/ 
Xd )q_ .c f - a ) 
3 ( 2 / 
_ 
6 1,16 e0a./ z Bf 
L J GU2 26) x:4 
« (26)-237)] 
(9.2) 
.Yad Zd (B t % - X44 "a`" (6 t 3 > - 
it zq 
( 
' 2 -tat. -14 z6 
3 2 
tee - x9 ̀ . 
3 `4.` 
2;) f.4 eoe1267t ?1) 71 c eery.z6] 
(9.3) 
where Xgd Id = g4d11rd f gavd -4d f 1 zd 1241 -t 
The rotor 
found from the 
of Efd and 
2C469 1i 9 # 2f4-29129 -t 
- 
currents I'd , Ir' , I24! , I(q , I2q 
rotor flux linkages and voltage 
with operational coefficients, 
XAdId )E.f '`[Xxd(ft)]( 
49lq_ /x? - xq (fr >9 
, etc., can be 




where 67(p), .. «p), and APO >) are operational functj.ons. For 
transient conditions we put ,b = o¿ and for steady state conditions 
we put ,6 =o . 
Now 
cd= 3.1I t* B -I. -4 . (6- 3) 4 (62 # j )7 (9.6) 
6 - 3 ) f -t,c -Qµ- (6) f ' 3) (9.7 ) 
Let -E = time in electrical . radiance 
Then ea.. = A 
"s4. 
- /â . 
e6 = ¿ #b - r tib 
e_A -,a-:. 
From equation (9.1) to (.9.10 there are ten equations for 15 
variables, viz . ea , eb , ea , T , , Y'e , %, , 16 , le , id , 1q , 
Id, I7, Ed, and 6 . 
Therefore if five of the fifteen variables are known, the 
others can be found by solving the ten equations. 
Now le t us introduce i0 , e0 , , qf , Yd , and , where 
io = 3 ( 1a + ib + ie ) 
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= 3 (.t. 14 sc ) 
etd 4-/-0_e_00_6) c_a¢ (e5) - 277/) 74 (6). 7z 3 'J 
=-4.2- ,ae-;.-9fe6,s.(6- Zn) -4.;,. 6g 
e'el2-6) e-ere -z3) e-cm- (1;zt ;-)j 
- /414'` B -f "' 69- 2 J 7"c Atite;- (B f -2 j7- 
By substituting the se quantitie s into the ten equations above 
we obtain the following six equations. 
six 
and 
eed = /' - r. -4-d ft 
_ 164 /Q -ig f ¢Q B 
e, = - á fie 
S44/ = xe,,Zd- x,e4d = c?(p) - ( ft) tid 
9=yy-9y° -xQp)9 
= -X, -i-o 
Then the ten equations for fifteen quantities are 
equations for eleven quantities eta , eel , e 
, , Efa, , and B . 
glowing these quantitie s, is , ib , it, , ea , eb , ee , 
a can be found from the following relations. 
4.6 4.01 Gcm ( - 
= . Cex ( B f 
2a = Pr cot 6 - 
_ 
Let 
.4.9 a4...8 f tio 
23 At;1- (e_ 1- ) 
3 ) - c .c... (B It- 23 ) f -t o 
e .4.44;.. e fi eo 
L zq 
etd Cet (6)- 3 ) - 
.ert,r 
Go B ( 
Td call- 6 - 
5éd c - ) - 
e 0t)- 
(6 - 3 ) f ea -q 4"- ( B f Lj ) t e, 
N f o 
(Bf 
et= eed-f .er9 
. . . -q 
cfr = 5éa! J 9 - 81 - 
Za)f (4) 3 







reduc ed to 
lee io 
Then et _A 54 _ ra. ti -74 [A 69-7i 
Xa L = Zee-4 -14) -Z9 17 
SG =2I - x,t; 
(9.17) 
(9.18) 
Where z,2 xd 
These vectors can be expressed in a vector diagram as Fig. 9.1 
9, 3. APPLI CATION OF PARK S FUND.A j + NT. L LQUATI01: 
The fundamental equations in 9.2 can be applied to the analysi 
of any machine performance, and Park himself gave some of these 
applications in his papers on two- reaction theory. Some of the 
equations derived in his papers are quoted: - 
9, 3. (1)Tp1ATURE OUTPUT 
P = per-unit instantaneous power output 
= 3 (ea ti4 f eb 6 4 
= eed 7,e4 '9 P° .c ° 
9, 3. ( 2) ELECTRICAL TORQUE ON ROT OR 
- Since P = Tp . '1-'1- . 
z 
1 r° ,62 - r , r-6 
= 7-p9-(ti9t4()) 
a, -r-Ce - er e, 4:o - CQ [ -4:4,77` -4z 
Then T = 
(9.19) 
Assume the simplest condition of operation, i.e., steady 
state operation at synchronous speed, then Id, IQ , iQ , i9 , 
SLd , iL q , , and i° are all constant 
Ptd- -p- rA.`( 
e(9 = 4ce pe - ,t:y 
_ - r 4:0 
T = Z9 Std - 
- bccior produc 74 eV asrd - 
SG X .c, 
9.3. ( 3) CONSTANT ROTOR SPEED ';'JI'ìH COïlSTANT - SLIP 
Let slip = S 
etd = 144, -4,1 
eel = h ¢9 _ r ) 4d 82 
(9.20) 
Zd 
9. 2. Steady-state 
vector diagram of salient- 
pole machine. 
r r. xd sd 
FiG. 9.1. Park's vector 
diagram. e=dsín3 
d 
eZ(xd-xa) stn 2d` 
2xd x 
FIG. 9.5. Vector diagram 
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x xd zd y- 
id i_ e jG ^ag'a Lg x4 (íQ +4t, %) -- t ~ 
. . 













(e) gjd - e ) d 
- -- -Y (p 
p xd (e) ra 
p ( <p ` r ' 29 °) 
etw _ /> 6-7 (A) zsfd <p) ,e:d 
e-tf -- c/-)/d -)J- 
Solving for iQ, and iy , 
ie 29 Cp> zÇ Cp)_) C Ch )Ed - 47 (,) q-d 
. - (/- s) -Y, (p ) etq - . () (9:21) 
(0-5.>";,_ (/)) FfQ, - Zd (,)q7 
f (i s).xa(p)Ptd 4 cib ) (9,22) 
Where D(P) = 2,/(1/2)29 (p) (/-s) ><? C/,> 
TORQUE -AI G-LE RELATIONS 
T= X.9 7'a, - tid q 
_ 
54a/ (Z1 547 
l 
) / 




xd - x9 d (9.23) 
If the rotor leads the vector s4 by an angle 6, there is 
44, _ SG e -, 
2- 1 T- 9 co ff 
9 
Xad2a. wáf zd s . Zx, xp z 
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(9.24) 
9, 3. (5) FURTHER ANALYSES 
Park also derived equations for (a) two uìachines connected 
together, (b) one machine on an infinite bus -bar system, (c) three -phase short circuit with constant rotor speed, (d) starting torque, (e) zero armature resistance, one machine connected to an infinite bus -bar, (f) torque -angle- relation of a synchronous 
machine connected to an infinite bus, for small angular deviation 
for an average operating angle, (g) synchronizing and damping 
torque for small oscillations, (h) damping torque during disturbancE 
etc. 
Park's two- reaction theory has been extended by several 
authors to more general and complicated conditions. For instance, 
Ku extended Park's two reaction theory to multi -phase 
synchronous machines. Crary extended it to the case of machines 
having balanced three -phase capacitance in the armure circuit: 
and Concordia applied the theory to synchronous machines with any 
balanced terminal impedance. As the derivations are mostly mathe- 
matical and are very cumbersome, they are not reproduced here. 
9. 4. STEADY -STATE PO'W ER- ANGLE CHARACTERISTICS 
The steady -state power -angle characteristics of a 'salient- 
pole machine can easily be seen from the vector diagram, which is 
given in Fig. 9.2. 
ed is the nominal or field excitation voltage in the 
direct -axis and et is the terminal voltage. The other vectors 
have the same significance as in the previous chapters. 
The steady -state power is, from the vector diagram, equal to 
P = 2f caQ ó .c:Q - Qr , *- tip{ 
Now Xy ßc;9 - f2 .c:,( 4-*- d' 
2d- Xa r 4 ._ pz cam-es- 
Solving for is and i9 , 
Z? - er C /'a ,dom g -f X d /"aZ4XarXy 
4-1F 
rA,_-7` Xd xq 
Substituting into the power equation 
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er Z f P' z d x9 ) P` ra c- é x9 44;1- r X ( r 
xd_X)czre . - 
If 4 is very small in comparison with ,(d and 2 , it may 
be neglected. Then equation (9.25) reduced to 
(9.25) 
et- .d. tZczd-x4),.d. xd ..ree x9 
etelf 22(-)Zd, 
zd LXd x7 (9.26) 
Equation (9.26) is the same as Park's torque equation (9.24) 
given above. Since /. is neglected, ec is equivalent to , ed is 
equivalent to 4 Zd . As there is no excitation in the quadra- 
ture axis and a steady -state exists, I = o. Thus these two 
equations are identical. 
In a cylindrical -rotor machine, where Xd = Xy , the second 
term in equation (9.26) vanishes and the power is therefore 
proportional to sia 8 . But in a salient -pole machine where there 
is difference between xd and 761 , a second tern appears, propor- 
tional to Ssn 2 ó , as a second harmonic of the power angle. The 
excitation voltage ed does Lot appear in the second term, which 
is consequently independent of the excitation. Even if there is 
no excitation power can still be developed. This power is entirely 
due to the difference of reluctance in the two axes, and is con- 
sequently termed the "reluctance power". Langse#orf analyzed the 
steady -state characteristics of a salient -pole machine and found 
that the current locus of a salient -pole machine for constaît 
excitation is, unlike that of a cylindrical -rotor machine, not 
exactly a circle, but of a shape distorted therefrom. When the 
excitation is below a critical value, a re- entrant loop appears in 
the current locus. With zero excitation, the doubly -re -entrant 
loops degenerate to two complete traverses ©f a circle, half of 
which is within the circle of zero power locus. This again shows 
that power can be developed at zero excitation. In the case of a 
cylindrical -rotor machine the current locus for zero excitation is 
only a point on the circle of zero power. 
The power /angle curve for a salient -pole machine is shavn 
in Fig. 9.3. 
In a cylindrical -rotor machine, if r is neglected, the 
maximum power occurs at Ç = 90 , But in a salient -pole machine, as 
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seen from Fig. 08.3, the maximum power occurs at an angle dro.,, 
smaller than 90°. It is also shown in the figure that for the 
same power output the power -angle of a salient -pole machine is 
much smaller than that of a comparable cylindrical -rotor machine 
of the same rating. 
The synchronizing power is:- 
d P 
0( f P 
_. r ` - á -F etz(ze _ % cam- 2 (9.27) 
zar %dX9 
It also contains a second harmonic term which does not exist 
in the case of a cylindrical rotor machine. It is seen from 
equation (9.27) that when e5<- 45 , the synchronizing power of a 
salient -pole machine is greater than that of a cylindrical -rotor 
machine of the same rating, and therefore tge salient -pole machine 
has a "stiffer" coupling. But when d > 45 , the salient -pole 
machine is less stiff. 
9. 5; TRANSIENT POWER -AKGLE OHARACTERISTICS 
9. 5. (1) SUDDEe. Aïti GULAK D ISPLAC iiEENT 
Let aé = incren nt of power -angle after sudden angular 
displacement. 
4.4,= increment of direct -axis component of current 
44= increment of quadrature -axis oo mponent of current 
44( = increment of direct -axis component of excitation 
voltage 
aP = increment of quadrature -axis oo mponent of 
excitation voltage 
Then if the terminal voltage ee is assumed to remain constant 
and the resistance ra is neglected the vector diagram will be as 
in Fig. 9.4. 
As seen from the diagram, the transient increments in 
excitation voltages, a 42d and 4q7 , can be taken into account by 
using sub -transient reactances rd" and aCy" for the increments 
in current components dam': and 4A4 to form the reactance drops 
Z/44/ and ./;,'(A.4..? . If instead the voltage increments 43ed 
and 4e9 are given, then the synchronous reactances X.d and X 
must be used for the current increments too. 
From the vector diagram, 
Pc- cc i 
Xd 
Xq 
er (coe g - cg dá), 
-rd 
er ( ad> d> 
X " 
The power after sudden angular displacement is equal to:- 
ec ci,a-(d's ad)'(4 74 Q 4) 74Pr t ad ) d ita.c/ 
Substituting the values of ire, ii. , aid, and o 1.1 into 
the power equation, 
Xy 
[ 4 6 # J ) _ - S, 
x " q 
f-P 4..*.af ad ) ¡'e- ere i e.rf 01'- a (d4 ad)j 1 Zee 
C ee,. 
ad) *2 *- L « a d 
.rd 2Xd ~x 
2Xd- f er ( ß ) d ,. eczre- ( Add') 
(9.28) 
The synchronizing power is 
d f P 
d(54 a d) col a d , , l coQ(t ad) y` er COIL 2(J71 ad) 
f2X,r-x`ycJfad)df 





X d lyq 
2 er 
Z 
74 6. e 2 - :J At,". . r 
4 x9 
5. (2) CYCLIC. VARIATION OF Iii MESSED TOR; UE 
Doherty and Nickle analyzed the case of cyclic variation of 
impressed torque with one rotor circuit in each exis. As the 
rotor resistances affect the currents and therefore the power and 
torque, sub- transient reactances cannot be used in the vector 
diagram. It was shown by them that there is a time phase angle 
between the cyclic variations of thedirect -axis and quadrature- 
axis components tf current, if the cyclic variations of current 
components are assumed to be harmonics of time. If the rotor - 
circuit resistances are very small and can be neglected, this 
phase angle vanishes and the case can be represented by the same 
vector diagram as Fig. 9.4 in (9.5.1). 
The electrical torque and synchronizing torque then. can be 
found by solving the torque equation which contains all the 
terms of electrical torque, damping torque, inertia torque, and 
impressed torque. Doherty and Nickle solved the torque equation 
by replacing with ,jsd . But if the torque equation is a non, 
linear differe ial equation, it usually is very difficult to 
solve and an integraph or a differential analyzer may be needed. 
The following results were obtained by Doherty and Nickle in 
their analysis of the cyclic variation of impressed torque. 
(9.30) 
(i) The synchronizing torque Ts under oscillating condition is 
same as the steady -state synchronizing torque at = v 
(neglecting r. ) and departs only slightly up to J = 300. 
(ii) Ts is still positive beyond the maximum power point of 
stable steady -state operation. 
(iii)The difference between the steady -state synchronizing torque 
and the maximum slope of T is much greater for cylindrical- 
rotor machines than for salient -pole machines. 
(iv) The existence of quadrature -axis circuits causes the slope 
to be steeper, being positive between 1 = o and b. . 
5. (3) SYNC HR ORTI Z Iîv G OUT-OF-PHASE. 
Synchronizing out -of -phase is equivalent to the case of 
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(9.51) , i.e., sudden angular displacement with id , i , and ó 
equal to zero and the initial terminal voltage equal to eQ . The 
machine is connected to a. terminal voltage ec at an angle 40. to 
and there is suddenly a current a . The vector diagram is show: 
in Fig. 9.5. 
This vector diagram is same as that of steady -state except 
that the synchronous reactances are replaced by sub -transient 
reactances. 
From the diagram, 
ed - et 
A A-4,/ xr " 
a d 
4,4t 
,dc... G ó a,cd f et Gca a0- a x:? 
- ad L(xá'-X') to d' xa 1 ,r;t,, (9.31) 
This equation is similar to the steady -state power equation. 
It is the average value existing in the first moment under the 
transient condition. There are in addition alternating components 
of normal and higher frequencies which are not taken into account 
here. While the latter are of large magnitude,; nevertheless the 
frequency is so high that the torque does not have time except 
in case of resonance to produce much displacement and therefore 
strain in the shaft. 
6. SINGLE -PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT 
The single -phase short circuit of a salient -pole machine has 
been analyzed by Doherty and I\?ickle by means of the constant 
linkage theorem based on the following assumptions. 
(A) Negligible saturation, 
(B) A Sine -wave open -circuit voltage, 
(C) One additional rotor circuit in the quadrature -axis, 
(D) Resistances of armature and field circuits negligible 
in calculating the magnitude of the initial short - 
circuit current, and the armature resistance in 
calculating the magnitude of the sustained current. 
(E) The machine short -circuited at no load. 
The variable component of armature inductance varies between 
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the d -axis value Fn d the q -axis value as. a second harmonic fun et io: 
of the electrical space angle, as was shavn by Doherty and Nickle. 
Z f(,e, ,e6 ,' f 01°'. - /> e_cre z .r, 
where r is the angle the direct axis leads the axis of the short - 
circuiting phase. 
In per -unit values 
11= z [(XD X61 ` (za ' - Xdz ' i - 2 0 
Let 
Where (Xis the angle by which the direct -axis leads the axis of 
the short- circuiting phase at the instant of short circuit. 
Then 
$ 4 ti 
, 
C X o t ,Q') 4 - ( ' -x ' ) 2()J ti 
co-z- C f f o( ) 
where e.4o = peak value of phase voltage, and therefore also 
the flux linkage 
flux linkage due to short- circuit current 
$4,,,= flux linkage due to the field 
$4,:= flux linkage due to the field just before short 
circuit 
le= 1.0 for line -to- neutral, and 1.73 for line -to -line 
short circuit 
By the constant- linkage theorem, the total flux linkage 
after short -circuit is equal to that before the short circuit, And 
since ç4 is opposite to flux linkage due to field, 
- 56,,, = ti' 
Or 
_ 2 ['xp'f %' CXp'- X'> &rte. z (t 00) f Pte, Ga¢Ct` foe 
e coo( (9e32) 
While Doherty and :\Tickle assume only one rotor circuit in each 
axis, i.e., a field circuit but no additional rotor circuits. in the 
direct axis, and one additional rotor circuit in the quadrature 
axis, the same principle method of analysis can be applied to 
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the case of any number of additional rotor circuits in each axis, 
and eo . (9.32) holds if the transient static reactances xi; and 
xa are replaced by sub- transient static reactances XD" and X; . 
-?40Xó'' -,4X )oar, _' -) Zr140e0tka (t -to( 
44, 
(9.33). 
Now we can change the static reactances into three -phase 
reactances: - 
For line -to -line short circuit 
)(D 
"_ Xsd= 2)G(' 
X '' = X = 2XT " sQ q 
And since , = i. 7 3 - V 
x 
D 3 
Xz" = 3 k'z (9.34) 
For single -phase line -to- neutral short circuit 
.Z. t 2 Xd " 
XD = Xa-d - 3 
z. Z X9" 
XQ X - 
is usually small as compared with the sub -transient 
reactances, so that it may be neglected; and in the case of 
single -phase short circuit, k, = 1, 
,, j 
tx-- 
d 3 r1 (9.34) 
Then the same relation between the static reactances and 
three -phase reactances is obtained for either line -to -line or 
lires -to- neutral short circuit except for the different values of 
% . This relation was derived by Dobberty and Yickle by another 
method. 
If z, is not negligible, Xd" and must be replaced by 
alt4 q 1-X./ 2 respectively in the case of a line -to- 
neutra l short circuit. 
Substituting (9.34) into (9.33) 
-3"4 2 
r( 
t (rd" ,Yq *)eoe- 2Ctf0( >7,4 (ffa!> 
ql - 
(9.35) 
- - 3 go< G'`r¢(Z`Ol> GcrOl' 
) (Xd¡`_íC¡/o) Grs¢ 2( t f ce )J 
3 eQo rccre_ e t fo<)--ot 
kH 
Where fi = (xa,y. x' ) t (Xd"-XQ'' ) 2 (t 4 of 
Or 
k (X;e,.-t Xr2 
3eg, c( 
.2k Xs: E 
(9.37) 
where Xs: -Ze ,c1 = the negative phase -sequence 
reactance for single -phase short circuit. ( X1 (xdfxq") /2 = 
negative phase -sequence reactance for sine -wave balanced phase - sequence current). 
and 
Q= odd Se e S = CXdf'fXs> > Z` -Ao() 
f-/ 
¿(t4 co f 6 e_a.e ? (t,4 ) f63eems-(f#0)f - 
Zh=/, 2,;, .. 6 
E = eveK seri es 
"i eitse- k(t-t4 a) 
Z)(: 
f-/ 
= / 4 2 6 Gaa1(t t o! ) 2 O 2 Gem- T (Z` f o! ) - - 
_a 
/--pt Z 2, -- L D 2 GOrlt ( t -F oC ) 
Xq 
Xf X,/ xss -' 3(4t 
The direct -axis component of the armature current is:- 
..14/ 
2 k 
Z e-a (t - a( ) c, = 
Z el.(' e° coo( (t` 140 Ctf c( 
X's Xd "-6 Xrs 
The average value of the even- series components of current 
is zero, and the average value of the odd -series,, components 
of current is ea, /(xd', Xs: ) 
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The increment in d.c. excitation is:- 
<X -Xd ")P 
2 ad ó ß,1.d id, C) _. 
Yd f S2 
The total d.c. excitation is :- 
eav Xt./ 
n I x4' d -f .11-5 S d <d¡- Qt. XarfX= (9.38) 
The average value of the direct -axis component of armature 
current due to the linkages supported by the field winding alone 
-Qe, 
Xe'-74 XSz 
The d.c. excitation due to the main field current along is :- 
, xdrfX7 Qa,ofald«. ) _ 
;;2"7' .ZsZ (9.39) 
The difference between this excitation and the excitation 
e4p , which is supported by the exciter, decays according to the 
field decrement <äs . Likewise the difference between (9.38) 
and (9.39) decays according to the direct -axis damper winding 
decrement . AiJimaia 
Therefore the transient total d.c. excitation is :- 
id( f's: 





z.s)<_xa,) - t xQ,_xdi 7 
y /y E f Xd f -C S a <-f l .cal.XSs XCY 
Since the odd -series components of armature current are due 
to rotor linkages the magnitudes of these components at any time 
after short circuit are F times their initial magnitudes. 
i47; 
Now 4 = cc¢ is chosen to represent the 
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trapped armature linkages at any time after short circuit 





= 3 ti Lr¢ Ce f o( 




p -C- 74 l) A ol FB ( t al d X f s a Z 2 2 
.L _ - 3 z , - (í oe) 
2e4-0 0,4..-vtt ta) f 't°'4 <.r-,,) (9.43) 
xar''`xst xs 
Doherty and Nickle also derived formulae for (a) field current, 
(b) voltage across external reactance in armature circuit, (c) 
voltage across external reactance in field circuit, (d) voltage 
across the open phase, etc., which are not reproduced here. 
to A 
E Ys, (9.42) 
(9.43) 
The short -circuit torque as derived by Doherty and Nickle 
is as follows:- 
From Park's equations, 
,t.9 - Ycet - 
= - Xadgr ` - i (rote - X9 
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(9.44) 
Now xQa¡ I _ eA o/6 t¿ IC:47/ C' Xa! - Xxe 
J.,Q = .c ( xg de-1.? 
r' 
) 
Substituting into (8.4.4) 
% - z A'.4 A f 
XdZ 
r , (t #0074 of 
2 S 
(uc 4 00 t . 




s s .x-s. xa "( 
/242ic) 4447.. ¢(2` to( ) f 
where 
The decrement factors hare:- 
¡ ..Y4( s a 
GdS xa r ' -^S2 Vqo 




.d''C'.1d' f _) 
(9.47) 
V(S )(e' ( re/ -t 7-s :) 
where c is the d -axis damper winding decrement factor for three - 
phase short circuit . 
2 r 2 r 
Z 
( f /) f,Q 
xb zsz - z4 = 
where i 
f 
/4 is the resistance of the short -circuit winding. 
xs: (9.48) 
drapplies to 
the odd -series times 
of the odd- series in 
44es applies to 
and to a part of the 
the even -series in the field current (which is 
e ore . #4 c(), Qr ) ), and to a part 
the armature current. 
the even- series in the damper winding current 
odd -series in the armature current. 
(applies to the even -series in the armature current and the 
odd -series in the field and damper winding currents. 
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6. (1) In the following are some results obtained by Doherty and 
Nickle from their analysis of the single -phase short circuit. 
4 
(a) Variable inductance makes a large difference in the 
relative magnitudes of the fundamental and harmonics, and thus also 
in the ratio of the amplitude of the fundamental to the peak 
value, both in the short- circuit current and in the open -phase 
voltage. 
(b) The peak value is the same for salient -pole machines as 
. for cylindrical -rotor rncchines, for the same direct -axis sub - 
transient reactance. 
(c) As in the salient-pole machines the values of xd " and 
xa" are more nearly equal to each other than in cylindrical -rotor 
machines, the value of b is smaller and therefore salient -poles 
have an effect in reducing the relative magnitude of the harmonics 
with respect to the fundamental in the short -circuit current. 
(d) When b = p , i.e., xd' =)q, all harmonics disappear. 
When b is negative, i.e., wi th Xd ") x9"' , the harmonics change 
sign. 
(e) For a short circuit at o( = p, i.e., at maximum flux 
enclosure or maximum flux linkages, the ratio of the voltage 
across the open phase after short circuit to the peak voltage 
before short circuit is x', 
/Do= (2 Xa., -i)!" 
And at ' 
0 X00. 
where !S is the angle between the axis of the short- circuit 
winding and the axis of the open- circuited winding considered. 
Therefore in salient -pole machines there is less tendency 
toward this high e.m.f. generation because xd" is relatively 
higher and xl" , oh account of salient poles, is relatively 
lower than in cylindrical -rotor machines. 
9. 7. THREE -PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT 
The problem of three -phase short circuit was analyzed by 
Doherty and Nickle by means of constant linkage theorem. The case 
of negligible armature resistance is'reproduced here. 
Now - , f 26 ,,c ,, 
412' 
0 (9.49) 
Assuming that the short circuit occurs when the phase A is 
ahead of the poles by an angle oC , 
96 
= 20. e-or¢ ( oC -Z` ) .t ̀  ceicm C oC -71 3 
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f ` i a C o( - r) (9.50) 
o GcTZ- (oCf z7 
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By c constant linkage theorem, / 
- C . _ . Z 
5= e-`r1L C0( 74 j )) 
= e r C oC 4 n / 
Substituting 44,-1,4, , qa , Q , and into equations 
(9.52) and solving for let, , ib , and ie_ ; 
A,a 
,¡ i 1' ,/ - te 04- --0(,) 
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(9.54) 
The fundamental component is proportional at 
to the average value of the d.c. excitation. 
short circuit the total d.c. excitation is e. 
sustained short circuit this decays to Herc 
fundamental current in the armature will be aL 
initial value, 
erch instant 
Imd lately after 
, and under 
the sustained 
times the 
The d.c. excitation due to the main field current 
47 2,Q,ß The difference between this excitatbn and 
ion 4., , i.e. 
-mod' 




Likewise the difference between the total d.c. excitation 
and the d.c. excitation due to the main field current alone, i.e., 
x -,) 
., 
decays according to the d -axis damper winding decrement o! 
Therefore the transient total d.c. excitation is 
.)(ao( id <d. C .) _ mow, P e.2.0 
where x'' xar -Xa' 
E 
-°f'e 4e-or ¡ - xar d 't IC 
Xd Xd 2-,1, Xd ' 
The fundamental component of armature current at any time 
after short circuit is thus F times its initial magnitude. 
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The d.c. component and the second harmonic of armature cur r- 
ent decay according to the armature decrement 
0. 
Therefore the transient armature currents are as follows:- 
f40/ a' , 46 . . -. _ .447:14 4 
,C,I ":Y9 
Z Xa'X '- CITE CL t ? 
Z6 4 - E 
- 
rjxO` ̀ -Xq 
X 412 6 f 2 / < 2lg 3 
,ed -Zxd4X9G.(Z Z t-o(- 3 ) ) 
P J - -PF-X c z Ç ,, 3 ) , a xQ. X9 (9.56) 4 e = 
The 
(9.57) 
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G_ a 2 Xd 4 
2X' Xt" za`-1` 
Xp 
where aC.r .4'?* is the 
of armature current. It 
reactance for a sine -wave 
r ( X 
zxdsX_r 
armature reactance to the direct component 
(9.61) 
is equal to the 
voltage. 
99 
negative- phase- seáuence 
The field current was found to be:- 
-cafe TA/ ;7' [t 4,6 , E, - t 
(9.62) 
Doherty and Trickle also analyzed the cases of (a) armature resistance not neglected, end (b) short circuit under load with armature resistance neglected, and derived formulae for the 
armature and field currents and the decrement factors. As the method of derivation is the same as above, they are not reproduced here. 
8. STARTING PERFORMANCE 
The starting performance of synchronous machines has been 
analyzed by Putman, Linville, and Liwschitz, the Linville's method 
of analysis is reproduced here. 
In starting there is a slip S and therefore the rotor is not 
stationary with respect to the rotating armature m.m.f. wave, but 
at a slip speed 5 in the backward direction. In other words the 
armature m.m.f. wave is rotating forward at a slip speed S with 
respect to the rotor. Because of the change of permeance due to 
the saliency of poles, the armature m.m.f.. wave is not constant, 
but changes from a value of id in the d -axis to a value of iq in 
the q -axis. Here it is to be noted that is and 19 are not 
components of the m.m.f., but represent the whole m.m.f. at differ- 
ent positionswith respect to the poles. 
The rotating m.m.f. wave may be resolved into two components 
i$ and ib , it equal to f (2a 44:0 and rotating at + S speed 
with respect to the poles, and lb = ? (id -19 ) and rotating at -S 
with respect to the poles. 
tif _ _ t-a, f q l 
. , 
) -c., = L ( tid 
The m.m.f. multiplied by the impedance and rotating speed 
will give the voltage. If we conceive the voltage to be composed 
of of and eb analogously to the current, we have 
of _ 
= 2 (tiad f ,q 24 
_ inn _ 
J 
eb 
,45 Z -f 6ci) - :s i 2a9 
f 2Col f at -f .6 
z 
= z lPd-e9] 
1 ` AI 2 
Za4r, 21'7 26 
(9.63) 
-e-- 0-7_7(2 S-/) (9.b4) 
where 04.0/ and 2 are the impedances in the d -axis and a -axis 
respectively. If the resistances in the rotor circuits are 
neglected they become that part of the sub- transient reantance 
due to armature reaction. 
The backward m.m.f., and therefore flux wave, rotates at 
speed - S'with respect to the piles, or at (I-2$) speed with 
respect to the armature. Therefore conceived in the backward 
direction, the rotating speed is (25-i). 
Assuming sine -wave voltage, then 
ad 2419 ¢ .t,6 Z 21 ,t;. f -f / 
L 
,bfa f xj ( 2 - o _ e6 - (9.65) 
_ 2.f 
2a s Z 
,6 Zur Z (Z S -/ ) ti5fr x ('2S -/)] 
244-2 jfç Ì 2 2 12s 2 ) 




armature resistance and Zl the armature leakage 
Zr ^Z4d-ra.fxt 
= Zc._9 4 r4 
7.2( '5' z s -/ ,ï xt = Z "4 rg 2S-/ 
¡ 
r 
Z9 a9 2S / 29 `S j 
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9. 9. 
Solving for if and ib , 
Zee t 2q 
Za2-`Z 29 
9 ` 
2d 29 2. ' 2, 




The impedances can be determined flora the equivalent circuits. 
The power is 
p= t, 2CR G 2 re_ A l a- 2 S ) 
The t s 
T = Ae44 O - L 2 -- - Z rQ. / - 2 S) 
(9. 
(9.70) 
PULLING -INT 0 -STEP 
The problem of pulling -into -step of a synchronous motor is 
very different to solve, because its statement involves non -linear 
differential equations. The integraph has been applied to solve 
this problem and by means of this machine Edgerton and Zak treated 
the case of a cylindrical rotor machine, and Edgerton and Fourmarier 
a salient -pole machine. But as the integraph is not comprehensive 
enough, many simplifying assumptions were made in the papers 
mentioned above. The completion of the differential analyzer at 
their "assacnusetts Institute of Technology made possible the rapid 
solution of more complicated differential equations and by meals 
of this analyzer Edgerton, Brown, Germechausen and Hamilton 
analyzed the pulling -into -step phenomena of both cylindrical rotor 
and salient -pole machines by introducing into the equation the time 
constant of the field circuit with short-circuied armature. The 
differential analyzer completed at the University of Pennsylvania 
is still more comprehensive, so that still fewer assumptions are 
necessary and the major electrical transients and mechanical forces 
may be taken into account. Shoutts, Crary and Lauder analyzed this 
problem based upon the generalized two reaction theory of synchronous 
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machine_ performance, using equations presented by Park. Therefore 
the results in their paper are the most accurate and reliable to 
date. 
Criteria for pulling- into -step ,were presented in their paper 
for the performance of motors when the field excitation is applied 
at the most favourable and at the most unfavourable angles. 
The criterion for the most favourable angle is:- 








27, ,xo g 
T ̀ '>- f hl - ' Z x x9 -ra (9.71) 
where TL = mechanical load torque 
Pd <...K voltage back of transient reactance corresponding to 
the maximum field flux linkages during the induction 
motor cycle. (Voltage back of transient reactance 
( 4-4.411 °Acil }) 
So = slip. at ç= o wnen macïîine is running out of 
synchronism.. 
/-/ = inertia constant 
6.23/ X We x <t. p. m. z 
fo 6 x ¡dose 4 '-, 
In eq. (9.71) the first term inside the brackets results from 
the synchronous component of transient torque,. the second term; from 
the component of torque contributed by the 'amortisseur winding, 
the third term from the kinetic energy component of torque, and the 
T urth term from the armature resistance losses. 
Both ea ( .1 -) and So can be calculated for practical purposes 
on the assumption of constant step. This formulae is adopted 
particularly to motors raving long field- time -constants, as it 
assumes constant field flux -linkages during the synchronizing 
period. 
For small machines with short field -time -constants the terms 
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where 4( = direct -axis voltage corresponding to the field 
excitation 
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(9.72) 
If there is an appreciable difference between the load torque 
that can be pulled into step on the basis of co tant field flux 
linkages (equation (9.71)) as compared with that determined by 
using equation (9.72), a simple step -by -step calculation can be 
made to determine the approximate time -angle relation for the motor 
during the synchronizing period and a corresponding correction made 
as follows:- 




K 2 4 Xy xQ 
T 
(9.73) 
where Ai, is a correction factor to take into account the increase 
in the field flux linkages during the synchronizing period. 
The criterion for the most unfavourable angle is:- 
e_ 
r f Hxd 
where Sav = average slip 
X22. ratio between the average slip Soak and the total slip 
pulsation Sp . 
(9.74) 
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From the differei tial analyzer results, t = 0.55 to 0.b0. 
The value of slip sal, is approximated by the average slip during 
the last slip cycle. 
It was pointed out in that paper that these criteria checked 
the results obtained on the differential analyzer wi.h good accuracy. 
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CHAPTER X 
SOME NOTES ON THE DESIGN OF SALIENT -POLE SYNCHRONOUS MACHI1'ES 
10.1. ADVANTAGES OF SALIENT -POLE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 
To permit taking full advantage of separate excitation with 
the large number of field ampere -turns required, it is desirable 
that the field copper space be a maximum. Therefore very deep 
field slots are required, and for maximum space factor r only one 
slot per pole should be used. Hence the salient -pole field 
winding is preferable to the phase -wound field for a synchronous 
machine. For very- high -speed machines, mechanical stresses prevent 
the use of salient- poles, but otherwise they are almost universally 
employed. 
Because of its greater excitation capacity, the salient -pole 
synchronous machine may employ a relatively large airgap, which 
is mechanically desirable, without detriment to the electrical 
characteristics. 
Salient -pole synchronous motors have the advantage over 
induction motors in that greater airgap and more poles can be used. 
In order to reduce the magnetizing kVAr of induction motors, it 
is necessary to use small airgaps of the order of 0.25% of the pole 
pitch. Mechanical limitations prevent the use of airgaps smaller 
than .l 04 the diameter, so that induction motors with more than 
8 poles are definitely handicapped. The normal design of the 
salient -pole synchronous motors permits a natural airgap of the 
order of l' to 2% of the pole pitch and mechanical limitations are 
not reached until the motor has Eb0 poles or more. For this reason, 
the lower the speed, the more favourable are the synchronous motor 
characteristics in comparison with those of the induction motor. 
The large airgap makes possible the use of larger stator slots 
with corls eáuent improvement of space factor and efficiency. This 
comes about because the slot -pitch must be related to the length 
of the airgap to avoid high- tooth -frequency iron losses. Further- 
more, small high- frequency flux pulsations cannot cross a large 
airgap, hence thicker laminations can be used in the pole shoes. 
10.2. NORMAL DESIGN FEATURES OF SALIENT -POLE SYNCHRONOUS i3OTORS 
While both generators and motors can be of the salient -pole 
type, there are no special difficulties and considerat ions. in the 
design of synchronous generators, whereas in the design of salient- 
pole synchronous motors the starting torcue is usually the main 
consideration. To meet special requirements special designs are 
usually made to obtain the desired torque /speed characteristics. 
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In this chapter only brief references to the design features of 
salient -pole synchronous motors can be given. 
While the rotating.member may be either the field or the 
armature, the rotating field is normal, with centrifugal stresses 
and simplicity dictating that it be inside the armature. 
This normal design provides space in the pole face for an 
amortisseur winding with ample heat. capacity to enable the motor 
to start most industrial loads. The conclusion is that the normal 
type of synchronous motor which is best for steady load operation 
has the following design characteristics: - 
(1) Separate d.c. excitation. 
(2) Internal revolving field. 
(3) Laminated salient field poles. 
(4) Airgap equal to l= to 2% of the pole pitch. 
(5) Amortisseur winding section of sufficient heat capacity 
to enable the motor to safely start the load. 
(6) Open armature slots, somewhat fewer in number than those 
of an equivalent induction motor. 
10.3. REQUIREL NTS FOR SALIE 1- POLE SYNCHRONOUS lviOTORS 
High speed motors usually have low reactance and consequently 
high starting torque and current. Because of the heat capacity of 
the motor it is sometimes necessary to reduce the starting torque 
and therefore limit the starting current. Apart from the design 
of the motor, there are several methods of control to reduce the 
starting torque and current. They are : - 
(1) Auto -transformers to reduce the applied voltage. 
(2) Series reactors and resistors to absorb a part of the 
applied voltage. 
(3) Double - circuit stator winding -- In starting only one 
circuit of the stator winding is connected to the 
applied voltage so as to im rease the impedance of the 
motor and therefore limit the starting current. 
Low speed motors usually have high reactance, and cots equently 
low starting and pull -in torque. It is therefore sometimes necessary 
to increase the starting torque by such methods as:- 
(1) Oversize high- torque motor. 
(2) Normal motor started on over -voltage. 
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(A) Autotransformer. 
(B) Applying line voltage to only a part of 
the primary winding. 
(3) Delta -Star starting. 
(4) Tapped -winding starting. 
(5) starting with capacitor across motor terminals -- 
improving power factor. 
(6) Use of a variable resistor in field circuit. 
(7) The super- synchronous motor. 
(8) Phase -wound damper winding. 
The phase -wound damper winding is a special design of 
'synchronous motor and will be discussed later. 
10.4. DESIGN OF DAMPER WINDINGS 
From above it can be seen that th4 starting torque is determin- 
ed by the field and damper windings. As the field is usually 
designed according to the rating of the machine, the damper winding 
remains the only important consideration in design to meet the 
requirements of starting torque and pull -in torque. Here we shall 
discuss the design of damper windings qualitively. 
The effect of damper- winding resistance on toraúe is the same 
as that of rotor resistance in induction motors. The smaller the 
resistance the nearer the speed for maximum torque is to synchronous 
speed, and the larger is the pull -in torque. The following curves 
are taken from a paper by Shutt roughly showing the effect of change 
in damper winding resistance on torque of a 2,000 H.P., 150 r.p.m., 
100% P.F., synchronous motor. From the torqua /speed curves and the 
requirements of starting and pull -in torques the proper resistance 
of the damper windings can be chosen. The resistance' of the damper 
bars depends on the material and the size of the bars. 
In order to get high torque during the starting period, the 
reactance of the damper windings should be as low as possible if the 
ratio of specific permeance to effective specific resistance were 
always constant. But as for high- reactance damper windings owing to 
the skin effect the ratio is not constant and becomes larger as the 
slip gets smaller, there is usually a larger pull -in, torque for 
motors with high -reactance than for those with low -reactance 
damper windings. Therefore according'to the requirements high - 
reactance damper windings are sometimes necessary. 
Low- reactance damper windings include all windings which are 
made up of round or rectangular bars of . such size that skin effect 
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has negligible effect on the .distribution of the current in the 
bar. Such windings are so arranged in the pole shoe that the ratio 
of specific permeance to effective specific resistance of the windinE 
as a whole is only slightly affected as the motor accelerates. 
Shutt showed that the specific permeance and effective- specific 
resistance for round and square bars are practically unchanged over 
the slip range 60 to 3.5 c/s 
High- reactance damper windings include all forms of double 
deck windings, such as those having two distinct bars placed one over 
the other and all windings made entirely or in part of L bars or 
inverted T bars as well as plain rectangular bars of such a shape 
and material that they are subject to an appreciable skin effect. 
Moreover, they include all single deck windings which are so 
arranged that the characteristics of the winding change noticeably 
as the motor comes up to speed. Shutt showed that the ratio of 
specific permeance to effective specific resistance can be irn teased 
six or seven times over the slip range of 60 to 3.5 c/s for deep 
rectangular bars and double -deck round bars. 
From above it is seen that in order to obtain the highest 
ratio of torque to k VA throughout the starting period, it is 
necessary to have the rotor circuits of .high resistance and low 
reactance. But very high resistance damper windings have the serious 
practical objections that they produce low torque at the higher 
speeds unless the motor has a low stator reactance. 
When a high ratio of torque tokVA is required, especially 
during the early part of the starting period, and when the starting 
torque itself must be high with a relatively low kVA , low- reactance 
damper windings are suitable. They may be employed for low -speed 
motors with 40. to 50% pull -in torque accompanied with a starting 
torque as -high as 75 %. Most high -speed motors will produce 100% 
pull -in torque with -150 to 175% starting torque with low- reactance 
dampers. 
The double squirrel -cage type of damping winding in salient - 
pole machines is particularly suitable to applications requiring 
relatively high pull -in torques with low starting WA , the starting 
torque not materially exceeding the pull -in torque. The double - 
cage form of damper winding is less effective in low- than in high- 
speed motors because of the limited space available in the low - 
speed pole head for submerging the high reactance element, though it 
has been used rather commonly on lOw speed synchronous motors which 
require nearly a uniform torque throughout the starting period, 
In general, for synchronizing, with a lerge inertia, either a 
phase -wound or a cage damper can be designed with very low resistance 
to develop high torque at very low slip. It seems to be character- 
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istic of most flywheel loads that the load at starting is not high, 
hence the moderate starting torque obtained with a low resistance 
squirrel cage of normal reactance is usually adequate'for starting 
loads of this type. 
10.5. SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR WITH PHASE- CONNECTED DAMPER WI1`4DI G FOR 
HIGH -TORQUE LOADS 
For the application of low -speed synchronous motors to 
-industrial loads requiring both high starting torque and high pull- 
in torque with moderate starting current, a form of synchronous 
motor with phase -connected damper windihg has been contrived 
giving a high torque/ kVA ratio with simple mechanical construction 
This motor is of salient -pole field design with the very desirable 
operating features of that type. Starting characteristics resembl- 
ing those Of the slip: -ring induction motor are attained through 
the use of a special form of damper winding, in which the bars are 
of low resistance and, instead of being joined to end rings to 
form the usual cage construction, are phase- connected and brought 
out through slip rings to an external starting resistor which is 
varied by suitable control. 
To develop the :induction motor torques to the greatest extent 
the construction throughout is directed toward low reactance. 
Thus the stator employs a large number of slots with coils and 
fewer turns per coil than are commonly used in ordinary low- torque 
machines. The field is open -circuited at starting, thereby elimin- 
ating an undesirable low- power -factor component in the primary 
current ordinarily reflected from the circulation of current in 
the highly reactive field circuit when closed on a resistor of the 
proportions commonly used. 
The speed /torque and current /torque curves for such a motor 
is shown in Fig. 10.2. 
In Fig. 10.2 the heavy line is the speed/torque curve , 
s, , st , and S3 showthe sudden changes of torque when the resis- 
tances in the damper winding are cut out. F, shows the closing 
of field circuit without excitation and FZ shows the introduction 
of excitation leading to synchronising. 
10. 6. EXAMPLE OF THE CALCULATION OF SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCES 
The machine is an alternator designed by Bruce Peebles & Comp- 
any, Limited. It 'is three- phase, 50 cycles, 16 poles, 375 r.p.m., 
5325 KVA, 0.8 P.F., 6,000 IT terminal voltage and 512 amperes terminE 
current. 
The physical dimensions that are needed in the calculation of 
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reactances are as follows. 
RQ = 1275 m.m. = 50.2 in. 
1 = 550 m.m. = 21.65 in. 
= 502 m.m. = 19.8 in. 
9' = 12.5 m.m. = .491. in. 
9 = 12.5 x 1.13 = 14.1 m.m. = .555 in. 
Maximum gap = 21 m.m. _ .83 in. 
-Max. gap .83 1.48 
Mi n . gap -.555 
9 _ .555 - 0.028 
19.8 
oC =.672 
The data for armature winding that are needed in the calcula- 
tion of reactances are as follows:- 
No. of slots = 240 
= 5 . 
Parallel circuits = 4 
Condtr tars per slot = 2 x 6 = 12 
Coil throw 1 - 13 
`t = 2 x 
12 
4 7 - .5 
= 0.951 
kd = 0.956. 
h, = 74.5 m.m. = 2.93 in. 
h2.= 7.2 m.m. = .284 in. 
bs = 14.5m01. = .57 in. 
ht = 18.9 m.m. = .745 in. 
9'= 12.5 ra.m. = .491 in. 
le.= 3.74 in. 
4= 7.12 in. 
Now from Wieseman' s curves, 
C, = 1.04 
Cd,= .875 
G?,= .439 
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XA/- s/2 X2xS`ox 76..E-6 lkp%dh. )Cal,APa, 
boo o A- /O  b' q f J _.-i i 
Xz p X.o r 
74. SL6 (.93-/ X9r6 x,o. 2 ,r2/ .6r C -s T/or x.S's" d. 
= 1.025 Cd, 
= 1.025 x .875 
=.895 
X29= 1.025 Cg, 
= 1.025 x .439 
_ .450 
From Fig. 7.5, 
kx = .85 
Cx = .85 = 1.022 
.951= x .9561 
= 20 x 1.022 /_._2_14 2.93 .07 x .745 ¡ 






Ae= (7.48 4.7.12 ) = 2.7 
6 x /o_ . _ 
Xl - 6oov X2xrox .91-/ 71-) /a .r 2/.6s- 0.43fi2.7,) 
= 0.01425 x 6.13 
= .0873 
yd. .895 + .0873 
= .982 
Xq = .45 + .0873 
= .537 
Now from flux plotting and Fourier's Harmonic Analysis, 
C, = 1.079 
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For the sake of simplicity, Kilgore's expression for pole shape 
coefficients are used instead of Rankin's more accurate expressions. 
x .672 + sin ( X .672) = .852 
4 sin (.672 i ) 
Cob = .852 x 1.079 = .918 
which is a little bigger than that from rieseman's curve 
Xer = 1.025 Cd, 
= 1.025 x .918 
= ,942 
4 X .672 + 1 
C9,- 5 
sin (T X .672) 
.465 
which is also a little bigger-than that from Wieseman's curve 
Xa9 = 1.025 C9, 




Xd = .942 
= 1.029 
X9 = .475 
_ .562 
10.7. CONCLUSION 
In general, the design of a synchronous machine is based on 
the rating. The per -unit direct -axis synchronous reactance is 
chiefly dependent on the airgap, the larger the airgap the smaller 
the xd . 
The ratio of x9 to xd depends on the pole shape. Since the 
pole shape is subject only to changes within a restricted range, 
xq usually bears a certain ratio to xa and does not depart very 
much from it. 
The transient and sub- transient reactances depend upon the 
leakage reactances of the field winding and the damper winding. But 
in designing the damper winding the chief consideration is the 
starting and pull -in torques which are determined by the specifica- 
tion to be met. Low damper- winding reactance results in low 
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sub -transient reactances and high damper -winding reactance results 
in high sub -transient reactances. The resistance of the damper 
winding has effect in the decrement of the short - circuit current, 
the larger the resistance the larger the decrement factor. 
From the design data the machine constants can be calculated 
c .d from tests of the machine these constants can also be obtained. 
The performance of a machine depends on the machine constants 
and can be expressed in terms of them. 
The development of the Two- Reaction Theory introduces more 
constants so that the machine performance can be now more 
accurately and exactly expressed than before with less assumptions 
and approximations. The range of application of synchronous 
machines is enlarged and special machines can be designed to meet 
special reauirements. 
In the following is a table of typical values of some of the 
machine constants of variais kinds of synchronous machines reproduc- 
ed from a paper by Park and Robertson. 
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TYPICAL VALUES OF 12 EACTAtYCE 






































0.4 - 0.1 
0.5 0'4-0.5 
0.1- 0.45 








0.4 - 0.8 
0.65 














0.3 - 0'5 
0.4 
015 -035 0 4 -0 8 
065 
0.1 -0.2 0.2 -0.3 







0.08-013 0.11 -0.21 
Xo 0.02-015 0.04 -0.21 0.04 -0.1 0.02 - 011 0.01 -0.013 0.01 -0.08 
T' 
do 
2 -4 2 -4 5 -7 3 -6 4- 4 -7 
Reactances X ín per -unít values. Vine- constant Tin sec, 
* x0 varíes /om 15 to 60 per cent. of xis depenciin9 on 
the winding pitch. 
,o 
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NOMENCLATURE 
The quantities given in the following, if they have per -unit 
values, represent the per -unit values as well as the ampere- length 
values, except for those in the conversion formulae in Chapter V, 
where per -unit values are expressed in terms of ampere-length 
values, and for clarity bold -face type is used for ampere- length 
quantities. 
For voltages, currents, reactances, resistances, and flux 
linkages, in general small letters e, i, x, r, and 4, are used for 
the armature circuit while capital letters, E, I, X, R, and f are 
used for the rotor circuits. 
Subscripts are freely used, but in general the following 
subscripts have definite and consistent significance::- 
a, b, c, or A, B, C --- armature phases. 
f - -- field -winding circuit. 
n, k, x - -- damper- winding circuits. n is the general term 
representing 1, 2, ; k refers to a damper -winding 
circuit other than n; and x refers to the 100 per 
cent -pitch circuit which is used as a base. 
d, q, o - -- direct, quadrature, and "zeros' axes. 
o - -- base quantities. 
- -- transient quantities. 
- -- sub -transient quantities. 
d - -- increment. 
A = armature reaction m.m.f. in general. 
Ad = direct -axis component of armature reaction m.m.f. 
Aq = quadrature -axis component of armature reaction m.m.f. 
Ao = flat- topped armature reaction m.m.f. due to rated current. 
= 1.5 iQ, n, kp kd 
A, = maximum fundamental armature reaction m.m.f. due to rated 
current. 
= + i ao h- kp ka = 2.7 io n, kp kd, 
A,f = field ampere -turns required to balance armature reaction m.m.f. 
at rated current and at zero power factor. 
A = symbol for a certain function. 
and = cross -sectional area of damper bar end -ring in the direct 
axis. 
40, = cross -sectional area of damper bar - end -ring in the quadrature- 
axis. 
ab,ß = cross -sectional area of ni14 damper bar 
B,,= maximum flux density of field at rated voltage and no load. 
B, = maximum fundamental flux density of field at rated voltage 
and no load. 
B9ß(», maximum fundamental flux density due to rated armature current. 
00,o= maximum fundamental flux density due to field current I fdo 
= Bsa crnax) 
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b w = dimension of the pole, Fig. 7.7. 
bp = dimension of the pole, Fig. 7.7 
bs = dimension of armature slot, Fig. 7.3. 
bt = dimension of armature slot, Fig. 7.3. 
b = a symbol for ÿ - xt" 
xy" 4 zd" 
C = a constant in general. 
.co = ratio of average flux density to the maximum flux density 
with the machine excited by the field. 
C, = ratio of maximum fundamental to actual maximum airgap flux 
density produced by the field. 
Cd, = ratio of maximum fundamental to actual maximum airgap flux 
density produced by a sine wave armature reaction m.m.f. in !. 
the direct axis. 
CQ, = ratio of maximum fundamental airgap flux density produced by 
a sine wave armature reaction m.m.f.. in the quadrature axis 
to the actual maximum airgap flux density that would be 
produced if tae airgap were uniform and equal to the minimum 
gap. 
C3 = ratio of third harmonic to fundamental of airgap flux density 
produced by the field. 
Cd3 = ratio of third harmonic to fundamental of airgap flux density 
produced by a sine -wave m.m.f. in the direct -axis. 
C93 = ratio of third harmonic to fundamental of airgap flux density 
produced by a sine -wave m.m.f. in the quadrature -axis. 
C,,.,, = ratio of fundamental airgap flux density by a sine -wave 
armature m.m.f. in the direct axis to that by the field of the 
same maximum m.m.f. 
CX = kx where kk is a reduction factor of slot reactance due k.pkd 
to chording. 
D(p)= a certain operational function. 
Df = rotor diameter. 
De = distance between damper bar end -rings. 
iD4,~= the factor by which the maximum airgap flux density must be 
multiplied to obtain the average density within the damper 
circuit of span 2 yh,c with the machine.excited by the damper 
circuit of that span in the direct axis. 
04o4= analogous to i Ddok. in the quadrature -axis. 
Dd11 = the factor by which the maximum flux density must be multi- 
plied to obtain the maximum of the fundamental component 
of flux density with the machine excited by the nth additional 
rotor circuit in the direct. axis. 
Dqt = analogous to Ddiki. in the quadrature -axis 
db = depth of damper bars. 
dr = dimension of damper bar, Fig. 7.8. 
dsr = dimension of damper bar. Fig. 7.8. 
E*i = field voltage. 
Eha (Eid , E =d , . ) 
= direct -axis additional rotor circuit.voltage. 
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E hq (E,q , Ez.q , ... ) 
= quadrature -axis additional rotor circuit voltage. 
E = symbol for an even series. 
e = armature voltage in general. 
ear eb, eo 
= phase terminal voltages. 
e.4 3 e i c , eat 
= line -to -line voltages. 
e = nominal open -circuit voltage. 
e; = fictitious nominal open -circuit voltage if xq were equal to 
X4. 
ew = fictitious nominal open- circuit voltage if xd were equal to 
. Xy . 
ed = direct -axis excitation voltage. 
eq = quadrature -axis excitation voltage. 
ed = voltage back of transient reactance 
= =A fd p 
e()= voltage back of transient reactance corresponding to the 
maximum field flux linkages during the induction motor 
cycle. 
e = airgap voltage. 
et = terminal voltage. 
e, = r.m.s. rated voltage. 
ea, = peak value of phase voltage. 
e, = positive phase- sequence voltage. 
eZ = negative phase -sequence voltage. 
eo = zero phase -sequence voltage 
- 1 (e0. + e6 + ec) 
eld = reactive voltage induced by direct -axis flux produced by 
armature reaction m.m.f. 
eEq = reactive voltage induced by quadrature -axis flux produced 
by armature reaction m.m.f. 
eu = direct -axis component of terminal voltage. 
efq = quadrature -axis component of terminal voltage. 
Ded = increment in direct -axis excitation voltage. 
aeq = increment in quadrature -axis excitation voltage. 
efr = forward voltage. 
eb = backward voltage. 
F = a symbol for a certain function. 
Fs = field winding ampere -turns per pole at no load and rated 
voltage. 
Fst = empirical coefficient determined by Wright to obtain saturated 
values of reactances from unsaturated values. 
= 0.88 
f = frequency. 
G(p) = operational function. 
g = effective minimum airgap (effective airgap at pole centre). 
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g' = actual minimum airgap. 
gy = gap- reluctance mathematically expressed in terms of pole- 
shape dimensions as a. per -unit value of the effective 
minimum gap g. 
gd = gy in the region o< yd oc7 
gq = gy in the rest ion o( < yd < 1 
. g/ = a symbol for 1+ (to- 1) (GO( )2 
H = a symbol for (xd" + xq" ) + (xd" - xq'' ) cow 2. ( t + 
H = inertia constant. 
h, , hZ , h3 , 
= dimensions of an armature two- layer -winding slot, Fig. 7.3. 
hp ) 114, , hi , hti , 
= dimensions of the pole, Fig. 7.7. 
I3,ß = field current. 
Ifda = unit field current. 
= field current at no load and rated voltage. 
I,,cc (I,d , I Zd , ... ) 
= direct -axis additional rotor circuits current. 
Inq (I,q , I24 , ... ) 
= quadrature -axis additional rotor circuits current, 
I,do = unit current of x th additional rotor circuit (100% pitch) 
in the direct -axis and also unit current of all additional 
rotor circuits in both axes. 
Id = equivalent direct -axis rotor circuits current. 
Iq = equivalent quadrature -axis roter circuits current. 
= magnitude of the vector form of I4d . 
= magnitude of the vector form of Ind . 
Î q, = magnitude of the vector form of Inq . 
i = armature current in general. 
i = peak value of armature current. 
i0. , ib , , 
= armature phase currents. 
id = direct -axis armature current component. 
law = magnitude of the vector form of id . 
ïa = quadrature -axis armature current component. 
iq, = magnitude of the vector form of iq . 
io = r.m.s. rated armature current. 
i, = positive phase -sequence current. 
= negative phase sequence current. 
io = zero phase- sequence current 
=1 (ia +ib +i. ) 
iQO = ideak value of rated armature current =unit armature cum rent . 
i' = transient current. i 
= sub -transient current. 
ei = i' - i = difference between transient current and steady - 
state current. 
Al = i" - i' = difference between sub -transient current and 
transient current. 
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66i')0= initial value of ai . 
oid = increment in direct -axis component current. 
.A.41 = increment in quadrature -axis component current. 
if = forward current. 
i6 = backward current. 
Kg, = ratio of total flux per pole to the total fundamental flux 
per pole with the machine excited by the direct -axis field 
winding. 
kp = pitch factor. 
kd = breadth factor. 
k, = combined pitch and breadth factor (= k,, l ) of the nth 
harmonic. 
kX = reduction factor of slot reactance due to chording. 
kx0 = coefficient for zero phase - sequence reactance. 
kad = a coefficient equal to 4 Cd, 
T C, 
k, = correction factor in the equation of the criterion for 
pull -into -step. 
kZ = ratio between the average slip S. and slip pulsation Sp 
k = a coefficient equal to 1.0 or 1.73. 
Ld = total armature inductance in the direct-axis. 
Lq = io tal armature inductance in the quadrature axis. 
L04 = armature reaction inductance in the direct-axis. 
LM = armature reaction inductance in the quadrature -axis. 
Lao = unit armature inductance = eao . 
2A 1 Lao 
Lffd = total field inductance. 
Loynd * (L 11 , L22d , ... ) 
= total inductance of an additional rotor circuit in the 
direct axis. 
Lnnq (L ttq , Lls , . . . ) 
= total inductance of an additional rotor circuit in the 
quadrature axis. 
Lafd = mutual inductance between armature and field. 
La,d (Lard, Lard, ... ) 
= mutual inductance between armature and additional rotor 
circuit.in the direct axis. 
Lanq (Lalq , Latq , ... ) 
= mutual inductance between armature and additional rotor 
circúit in the quadrature axis. 
Lf «d (Lied , L , ... ) 
= mutual inductance between field and additional rotor circuit 
in the direct axis. 
Lo = zero phase -sequence inductance. 
L kd =.mutual inductance between ,ttk and kttt additional rotor circuits 
in the direct -axis. 
LNkq= mutual inductance between nth and kth additional rotor circuits 
in the quadrature axis. 
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Lt = armature leakage inductance. 
L4, = field inductance due to airgap flux. 
= field inductance due to pole -tip and pole -body leakage. Lg d= direct -axis damper bar inductance due to airgap flux. 
L9 4= quadrature -axis damper bar inductance due to airgap flux. 
Lb,,.,,d= direct -axis damper bar inductance due to slot leakage. 
quadrature -axis damper bar inductance due to slot leakage. L= direct-axis damper bar inductance due to end -ring leakage. 
L04,44. quadrature -axis damper bar inductance due to end -ring 
leakage. 
1; = static transient inductance in the direct axis. 
= static transient inductance in the quadrature axis. 
l' = static transient inductance in any position. 
_ (1c + 1Q ) + (1v - 16zr . ) Csa.- 2 
1 = stacked length of machine. 
l , 1p 
= dimensions of the pole, Fig. 7.7. 
le, = extension of bent section of end- winding. 
lee = length of straight section of end- winding. 
lene = length of end -ring between nth bars in the direct -axis. 
l e 4 = length of end -ring between K th bars in the a_ uadrature -axis . 
= length of nth damper bar. 
Nfd = field turns pole. 
n = armature turns per phase per pole. 
n = order of harmonic of m.m.f. wave. 
0 = symbol for an odd- series. 
P. = airgap permeance. 
PS = airgap permeance to sine m.m.f. distribution relative to 
the pole axis of the raft harmonic. 
P:t = airgap permeance to cosine m.m.f. distribution relative 
to the pole axis of the rfh harmonic. 
Po = zero harmonic (average value) of the permeance curve. 
PZ = second harmonic of the permeance curve. 
Pk = permeance distribution where vi- denotes the order of m.m.f. 
harmonic and Hß, denotes that of the permeance wave. 
P = power. 
P, = number of poles. 
Pp = pole pitch. 
PS = synchronizing power = d P 
dS 
P,, = measured power in the test for x2 
p = d 
dt 
q = slots per phase per pole. 
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Rod, = total field resistance. 
RnMá (R,iac , R2zd. , ) 
= total resistance of an additional rotor circuit in the 
direct -axis. 
R q (Riiq , R221 , ... ) 
= total resistance of an additional rotor circuit in the 
quadrature axis. 
Rb Q= resistance of two damper bars forming one additional rotor 
circuit in the direct axis. 
Rbn q= resistance of two damper bars forming one additional rotor 
circuit in the quadrature axis = Rbrid 
Refit= resistance of end -rings of additional rotor circuit in the 
direct -axis. 
ReHkq= resistance of end -rings of additional rotor circuit in the 
quadrature axis. 
R4.= mutual resistance between n stand ktti additi onal rotor circuits 
in the direct -axis. 
RKkq = mutual resistance be tween ¡ttt1 and ktk additional rotor circuits 
in the quadrature-axis. 
RQ = radius of armature. 
R; = radius at rotor surface. 
ra = armature resistance. 
rb = damper bar resistance. 
re. = effective radius of damper bar end-rings. 
s = slip. 
s, = slip at S =o 
sa,, = average slip. 
Td,' = open -circuit field time constant. 
Td = short- circuit field time. constant. 
Td0 = direct -axis open- circuit additional rotor circuits (consider- 
ed as one circuit) time constant. 
Td = direct -axis short -circuit additional rotor circuits (consider- 
ed as one circuit) time constant. 
T = quadrature-axis open- circuit additional rotor circuits 
(considered as one circuit) time constant. 
Tÿ = quadrature -axis short -circuit additional rotor circuits 
(considered as one circuit) time constant. 
TQ, = armature circuit time constant. 
Td: = unsaturated Td' . 
Tdu = unsaturated T: . 
TQ = unsaturated T? . 
T = torque. 
TL = mechanical load tordue. 
t = time. 
Wb = width of damper bars. 
W, 
, v . 
= dimensions of damper bars, Fig. 7.8. 
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X.d = total field reactance. 
Xn d 
r 
nd Xi , -1zd , . . . J 
= total reactance of additional rotor circuit in the direct - 
axis. 
Xnnq (X i,q , X224 , ... ) 
= total reactance of additional rotor circuit in the 
quadrature -axis. 
Xafd = mutual reactance between armature and field. 
XQnd Xaid lazd .. ) 
= mutual reactance between armature and additional rotor 
circuit in the direct -axis. 
Xanq (Xa14 , XA2q , ... ) 
= mutual reactance between armature and additional rotor 
circuit in the quadrature axis. 
X fd (X1,0( , X f zd , . . . ) 
= mutual reactance between field and additional rotor 
circuit in The direct -axis. 
X,,kd = mutual reactance between xtkandk& additional rotor 
circuits in the direct -axis. 
Xka = mutual reactance between ittk and ¿c& additional rotor 
circuits in the quadrature -axis. 
Xfsd, = field reactance due to airgap flux. 
= field reactance due to pole -tip and pole -body leakage. 
Xpiud = direct -axis damper bar reactance due to airgap flux. 
XyN q = quadrature -axis damper bar reactance due to airgap flux. 
Xbnnd= direct -axis damper bar reactance due to slot leakage. 
Xb nq = quadrature -axis damper bar reactance due to slot leakage. 
XQ d = direct -axis damper bar reactance due to end -ring leakage. 
Xe q= quadrature -axis damper bar reactance due to end -ring leakage. 
Xa = unit impedance. 
eao 1 
x0. = armature reaction reactance of a non -salient -pole machine. 
x = synchronous reactance of a non- salient -pole machine. 
xAd = direct-axis armature reaction reactance. 
xaq = quadrature -axis armature reaction reactance. 
xd = direct -axis synchronous reactance. 
xq = quadrature -axis synchronous reactance. 
xi = armature leakage reactance. 
xit, = direct -axis airgap leakage reactance. 
x«q = quadrature -axis airgap leakage reactance. 
xá = direct -axis transient reactance. 
xq = quadrature -axis transient reactance. 
xá = direct -axis sub -transient reactance. 
x9' = quadrature -axis sub -transient reactance. 
x2 = negative phase- sequence reactance. 
_ (xd' + )/2 
xf2 = negative phase- sequence reactance for the operating condition 
of line -to -line short circuit. 
= ,/ x( xq 
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xo = zero- phase -sequence reactance. 
xe = external reactance in armature circuit. 
xó = static transient reactance in the direct -axis. 
xe = static transient reactance in the quadrature -axis. 
x.D = static sub -transient reactance in the direct -axis. 
x; = static sub- transient reactance in the quadrature-axis. 
xa = direct -axis line -to- neutral static sub -transient reactance. 
xeq = quadrature -axis line -to- neutral static sub- transient 
reactance. 
x,d = direct -axis line -to -line static sub- transient reactance. 
xsq = quadrature -axis line -to -line static sub-transient reactance. 
21 = unsaturated direct -axis transient reactance. 
xq = unsaturated quadrature -axis transient reactance. 
xdw = unsaturated direct -axis sub -transient reactai e . 
xq = unsaturated quadrature -axis sub -transient reactance. 
x d (p) , x4 (P) 
= operational impedances. 
yd = ratio of distance to direct -axis to half pole pitch. 
yq = ratio of distance to quadrature -axis to half pole _bitch. 
Tic( = Yd from iatt damper bar. 
y;,q = y4 from nth damper bar. 
Zat = direct -axis armature reaction Impedances. 
Zaq = quadrature -axis armature reaction impedance. 
Zd = direct -axis impedance for forward current in starting. 
= +rQ +jxt 
Zq = gvadratur e impedance for forward current in starting. 
= Zaq + r + .i XI 
Za = direct -axis impedance for backward current in starting. 
Z Qa +thì+ J Xt 
Zq = quadrature -axis impedance for backward current in starting. 
= Z a + ra + x q 
26-1 
t 
ZI = direct -axis sub- transient impedance. 
Zq" = quadrature -axis sub -transient impedance. 
Z, = positive phase -sequence impedance. 
ZZ = negative phase -sequence impedance. 
Z, = zero phase -sequence impedance. 
Z d (P), Z q (P) 
= operational impedances. 
o( = pole embrace. 
oc7 = of- 3.5PPP 9 
a = electrical space angle-direct-axis leads the axis of the 
short -circuit phase at the instant of short circuit. 
o( = electrical space angle measured from the direct -axis to any 
point on the periphery. 
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3 = symbol for the function _ .f. / 
l 
i_ o 1 z 
P9971 
= angle between axis of short circuit' winding and axis of open phase winding. 
K = angle direct -axis leads the axis of the short- circuit phase at any instant. 
= angle between current i and nominal open circuit voltage en. r = angle between any point P on rotor and the axis of phase A. = 
4. .9 
= power angle. 
LIS = increment of power angle. 
E = base of natural logarithms. 
= specific permeance. 
= ecific perm.eance for the slot tooth -tip and zigzag leakage combined. 
Ae = specific permeance for the errl -winding leakage. 
AG = specific perméance for the belt leakage. 
A",48: specific permeances for zero phase -sequence current. 
Ab= specific permeance for the pole -body leakage. 
At= specific permeance for the pole -tip leakage.. 
Id = fundamental direct -axis flux per pole produced by Ad 
=, fundamental quadrature -axis flux per pôle produced by Al . 
= resultant flux of Id and 
, 
If = fundamental flux per pole produced btr field. 
= resultant flux of L and . 
0 = terminal phase angle (P.F. angle). 
km = field flux linkage. 
tao = unit field flux linkage. 
117d ( #4d , 2d , ) 
= direct -axis additional rotor circuit flux linkage.. 
Lie? (g,q i2 - - ) 
= ouadrature -axis additional rotor circuit flux linkage. 
.Txdo= unit additional rotor circuit flux linkage. 
ra, `/b, Yc 
=' 
/instantaneous 
armature phase flux linkages. 
6 , ibc °e-4 
= armature flux linkages of two phases combined. 
tae = unit armature -. flux linkage. 
= direct -axis flux linkage. 
= magnitude of the vector form of 41 . 
Oq = quadrature -axis flux linkage. 
f'1,..= magnitude of the vector form of ÿ9 
= direct -axis flux linkage due to armature current. 
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(44 = quadrature -axis flux linkage due to armature current. 
fe = flux linkage due to armature current. 
= flux linkage7to #fie field. 
= flux linkage due to field just before short circuit. 
magRitudo 480-f v-oetor 
= ratio of maximum gap to minimum gap. 
toe = ratio of peak value of open phase voltage after short circuit 
to that before short circuit. 
<C4 = field decrement for single -phase short circuit. 
= damper winding decrement for single phase short circuit. Gds 
field decrement for three -phase short circuit. 
dd = damper winding decrement for three -phase short circuit. 
=, open- circuit field decrement. 
= armature decrement. 
B = angle betweal direct -axis and the axis of phase A. 
Bo = 9 at t = o 
7 = pole pitch. 
T = pole pitch on rotor diameter. 
/7 = slot pitch. 
7/;= pitch of damper bars. 
= angular speed = 21f 
/-' = angle between any point P onrotor and the direct axis. 
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